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1. INTRODUCTiON

MARGIE -- Mean i ng Ana I ys i s, Response Generaf i bn, and Inference

in  Engl ish - - IE; a mcdel of natural language  processing incorporated

in a cotr;r-l.lter  program now running at the Artificial Intelligence
‘,

Laboratory at Stanford University. The program contains the core

processes -- language analysis, memory model, and language generation

em necessary for several  natural language tasks. Its operation in t

one task domain, sentence paraphras i ng, is the topic of thiu repor t .

The task of paraphrasing English sentences can be stated simply

as foi lows:

Given an English sentence, produce other sen tences uh
English speakers interpret as having the same meaning.

ich

Of course the notion of ‘meaning’ is a very vague one and t h e

only test available for the acceptability of a proposed paraphrase o f

a sentence is to ask native speakers uhether the two sentences ‘mean’

t h e  same thing, Fortunately Speakers  seem t0 agree on th8 meaning of

an iso la ted sentences at least to a considerable amount of d8tail$.

the question of whether the sentences we generate are paraphrases

according to some more formal definition of ‘neaning’ and

‘paraphrase’ ui I I not concern us here.

1



c The foIIowing~exampI&s,which  the program produces, should give

the reader a better feeling for this notion of sentence paraphrasing:

Source:
.

JOHN GAVE NARY A BICYCLE.

c

Paraphrase:

Source:

MARY RECEIVED A BICYCLE FROM JOHN.

JOHN ADVISED MARY TO DRINK THE WINE.

Paraphrase: JOHN TOLD MARY SHE lJOUL0  LIKE TO ORINK THE WINE.

Source:

ParaDhrase:

S0u.r ce:

source:

Paraphrase:

Paraphrase:

Source:

Paraphrase:

Source:

Paraphrase:

c
NARY WAhTS TO CHOKE FRED.

MARY BELIEVES SHE WOULD ENJOY PREVENTING FRECJ FROM
BREATHIW  By GRABBING HIS NECK.

JOHN PREVENTEO  MARY FROM GIVING BILL THE BOOK BY
GIVING THE BOOK TO FRED. _

BILL WAS UNABLE TO GET THE BOOK FROM MARY BECAUSE
JOHN GAVE FRED THE BOOK.

JOHN KILLED MARY BY CHOKING HER.

JOHN STRANGLED MARY.

JOHN CHOKED MARY AND SHE DIED BECAUSE SHE WAS k!,'s!tBLE
TO BREATHE.

JOHN TOLD MARY HE WOULD HIT HER WITH HIS .FOOT.

JOI- THREATENED TO KICK MARY.

JOHN LOAN!3 A BICYCLE TO MARY.

JOHN GAVE MARY A BICYCLE AND HE EXPECTS SHE WILL
RETURN IT TO HIM.

Each of these examples is handled by the current program, the

‘Sourcev coming from a human user, the ‘kraphra98’  being produced by

t h e  program. The program does not handle pronouns in the input: the

f i f th exampI  e ~lould (38 typed in as “JOHN KILLED MARY BY CHOKING

\ llARVtso There are also some minor distinctions in form betueen the

2



output produced h!~ MARGIE 3~1 the paraphrases in these examples,

al though in al I c;f(ses the sentences produced are close to those shoun

and use the sable words. A complete I isting of the program’s actual

performance on several examples is provided at the end of this

repor t .

The ability to paraphrase single sentences is not itself

par t icu lar ly  in terest ing,  pr imar i ly  because of  i ts  ar t i f ic ia l i ty ,

Certainly humans have the abi I i ty to create sentence paraphrases, as

has been demonstrated in psycholinguistic research f41. It is an

ab i f i ty, hwever, which is seldom used outside of experimental

contexts0 (Trying to explain the meaning of a complicated sentence

to a non-native speaker or a child is one natural use  of this

abi l i ty. I Fur thermore, none of the commonly proposed computational

tasks which deal with natural language processing directly involve

sentence paraphrasing.

Nevertheless sentence paraphrasing, at least  as defined and

accomplished by the model described in this report, is an interesting

research task for several reasons:

AI MARGIE’s method of performing this task can b8 viewed as

INTRA-LINGUAL MACHINE TRAN’LATION. i!: i s i s because the paraphrases

are not produced by clirectly  converting patterns in the source

sentence into patterns in the paraphrase sentence0 Rather,  t h e

inputs are first converted into a language-free (conceptual)

representat ion of their meaning, This representation alone is then

used- to produce paraphrase sentence(s). Nei ther the uords nor the

2



’ I

syntax of the input are considered in their generation.

I anguage-  free relpresenta t ion produced by the ana yzer for the

paraphrase task could be used to generate German or  French

The same

L
real izations as well as’EngI ish. To perform translation from Englieh

to a second language it would not be necessary to alter the input-

output behavior of the analysis algorithm. The generation algorithm
f‘l

would need to be provided ui th al lQ,?he necessary 1 inguistic data f o r

L the target language. Analogously, the generation algorithm used for

Engl ish sentence paraphrasing could be used in conjunction with a

L

German analysis routine to perform German-English translation,

Al though neither the analysis, generation, or memory model of the

current program is powerful enough to be used yet for the translation

L. of  in terest ing  text , this is not due to a theoretical difference in

the mechanisms involved in translation and paraphrase. MARGIE is

c . designed to handle both these tasks and others (question answering,

conversation) in three stages:

i. produce a conceptual representation of the meaning of the input.
i i . decide on the ‘conceptual’ content of the response.
iii. produce a target IargJage  response uhich expresses thio meaning.

The second of these stages is probably the least understood of these

processes. Paraphrase and translation are closely related precisely

because the same simple algorithm can be used for this step; namely,

the representation produced by ti) can itself be used  as the

L
conceptual content passed to (ii?).

I31 - Paraphrases can demonstrate IJNIIERSTAWOIN~.  It is possible to

L
4



obtain many paranhrases by syntactic manipulations. 4 sentence ui th

a subject and a direct object can be put in active or passive voice,

yielding such paraphrases as

‘John threw the ball to fiary”

The bal I was throlJz  to nary by John”

Such paraphrases could be produced without the conceptual analysis

performed by MARGIE. A computer implementation of a transformational

grammar could certain!y  do this, But no one would claim that such

‘s’-4ntac t i c’ paraphrases demonstrate understanding.

fiore interesting paraphrases result from situations in uhich

two words may be used interchangeably but require a change in the

syntax of the sentence:

“The university owns the land”

“The IaDd  belongs ;o the university”

It might appear that these transformations could be handled by ‘uord

sensi t ive ’ transformat ional rules. But they actually require an

analysis which finds ‘semant ic senses’ of work, as i 8 demonstrated

by the paraphrase relation:

“1 sold the Chevy to Fred”

“Fred purchased t;e Chevy from me”

but  lack of paraphrase relation betcceen

“I sold my idea to the management” and
“The management purchased my idea from me”

Such  paraphrases thus require semantic disambiguation  of uordl),  6

problem which, in much generality, is sti l l  beyond the capabilit ies

5
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0 f current I anguage process i ng programs. Since it is generally

L

recognized thatthe  solution to this problem requires some sort of

understanding by the program, a system which produces these

paraphrases in the appropriate contexts demonstrates Borne  sort of

understanding,

The need for disambiguation in paraphrasing can be seen even

more clearly in the sort of paraphrase which breaks a word down into

i t s ‘components’ . We might paraphrase

“Jerry dropped the lamp' with
‘Jerry let go of the lamp which allowed the lamp to fall”

but we uould not uant

“Jerry dropped five dollare at the race track’

paraphrased analogously, at least for the primary reading of this

sentence. .

Even supposing the disambiguation problem were solved (or

eliminated, by suitably restricting vocabulary and context), t h e s e

component based paraphrases introduce a new problem. The same sort

of mechanism which handled semantic synonymy might also handle the

paraphrase:

Source: “My friend advised me to visit’Spain”
Paraphrase: “fly friend told me 1 would enjoy visiting Spain’

Suppose however i t was desired to produce the above Source given the

Paraphrase, instead of simply recognizing the pattern ‘advis? and

applying a transformation, it  is required that the pattern ‘tell %

Qthatl v w o u l d  e n j o y  e y @” be found in the analysis of the input.

6
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To cfo this eff iciently requires increased sophistication in a pattern

mat t +r . Fur thermore, if ue wish to get ‘advise’ as a paraphrase of

‘tell X (that) X would like to . , .’ and ‘suggest to X (that) . . ,

wuld  please X’ it is apparent that matching syntactic patterna  of

ucv-d  E;enses  t-rould  rapidly run into problems from the quantity of

pat terns needed. This problem is avoided in MARGIE’s method of

paraphrasing.

MARGIE has no rules uhich specify explicit paraphrase

relations betueen patterns of uord senses. Given that MARGIE’s

paraphrases are produced from a language free representation, of

cow se, no such patterns even exist. MARGIE searches instead for

conceptual patterns, These are dependent on the meaning of the

source sentence, but not on the particular words  or syntax u s e d . The

patterns sought are no more complex than those which uould be needed

for the conrp’onent  based paraphrases above, and the number of pattern8

which must be discriminated is much smaller.

Finally, there is a form of paraphrase uhich is not even

theoret ical Iy obtainable through word  or word sense pattern matching,

and which demonstrates even more clearly a sort of understanding.

F o r  i n s t a n c e ,

Source: “John told Fred he IJould  bomb his office”
Paraphrase: “John threatened to bomb Fred’s pffice”

cannot realistically be produced by finding a pattern involving

‘PelB’ and ‘bomb’, since there are an infinite number of things  which

John could tell Fred that would constitute a threat. Although MARGIE

7



r . .

L .

. cannot perform al I the functions necessary to prodtlce  suchI

paraphrases, it does have the required linauistic  mechanisms. This

c

point uill be discussed further in section IV.

.
In the absence of any clear notion of what ‘understanding’ is,

it is pointless to claim that the production of 9 given paraphrase

demonstrates a capacity for understanding. We yill describe the
\

processes by which MARGIiE obtains such paraphrases and leave it for

the reader to consider whether this meets his standard8 for

classif ication as ‘understanding’.

L
Cl MARGIE’s paraphrase production exhibits a use of ONTEXT in

language processing. One of the most common criticisms of natural
c

language research is the tendency to deal uith example sentences

outside of any context, uhereas human language processing aluays

occurs in complex social and linguistic contexts which affect b o t h

analysis and gww-ation.

The paraphrasing of single sentences seems to share this fault,

But the model described here performs all analysis and generation in

the context of a memory model, comprising facts, beliefs, and rules

which are actively used during the paraphrase process. Fur thermore*

the information contained in the natural language sentences being

analyzed can be added to .!his memory model and affect the production

of paraphrases of later sentences* ?Although MARGIE does not use

linguistic context (the particular @rds or syntactic forms present

in the input sentence)

shared by humans, it does use the non-linguistic context present in

in its gener --5ve process, a limitation not

8



c
the memory model as affected by the ‘conceptual content’ of the,

. linguistic context. For instance. if MARGIE has been t o l d

L

L

“e i I I had the book”, and
"flxy has the boc?k”,

and is then asked to paraphrase
“Mary ui II give the book to 8i II”

i t can produce
“Mary ui I I return the book to Bi I I”

L

Since an understanding of the language analysisand  generation
ii

1 prczesses described in this report requires an understanding of the

nature of conceptual representation and, to a lesser degree, a

knowledge of the particular representations used by MARGIE, the next

section will be devoted to representational matters. 1 t is suggested

that readers already fami I iar ui th Schank’s [6l uork on Conceptual

Dependency skip Section I! and wfcr  back to it for explanations of

unfamiliar terms or notationso

9



I I . CONfEPTUAL  REPRESENTAT  i ON

Many forms of representation  of language content have been

proposed by computational and theoretical linguists. Some a r e

‘syntax’,  or form, based; others ‘semantics’, or meaning, based,

‘Conceptual’ retiresentations  may be distinguished from others in

severa  I uays:

b4) A conceptual representation is ‘language-free’ -- that is, the

same set of units and relations are used to describe meanings

which may be encoded in any human language.

(6) The representations provided for natural language sentences

which are ‘simi lar’ in meaning should directly exhibit this

“simi iari ty’. Closeness of meaning need not be formally

defined: it is simply the feeling of speakers of English, for

instance, thi*t  ‘running’ and ‘walking’ are closer in meaning

than ‘running’ and ‘ki I I ing’.

4C) The representations are oriented toward use in a computational0

memory model and inference system; One ramif icat ion of  th is  is

that the units and relations used,to  represent meanings derived

from language must be the same ones used for internally

generated information.

BIN The representations are proposed as psychological models of

human cogni t ive structures.

CONCEPTUAL DEPENDENCY K.D.1 is a conceptual representation

which encompasses a particular set of primitive conceptual units and

rel&ions. P 4 has been deve loped and descr i bed by &hank  t6,71 e 0 t

10



IS not the purpose of this report to give argument8 favoring

conceptual systems in general or C.D. in particular. Those

interested in such matters wi I I find such material in the above

references. The rest of this section is devoted to a brief survey of

those aspects of C.O. pertinent to the remainder of the report.

(l! EVENTS
ACTS and ACTORS

In LO. al I actions described in language are broken down into

a set of primi t ive ACTS, ACTS are performed by ACTORS, and this

relationship  is symbolized:
<ACTOR> <=a=> <ACT>

‘Eating’ is represented by the primitive ACT ‘*INGEST*‘:  ‘John

eats’ is represented as:
*JOHN*  c-r->  *INGEST*

**
Not all ACTOR-ACT relationships describe physical events:

“giving’ is an abstract notion involving change of possession and is

represented by the ACT  ‘*ATRANS*‘.  For ‘John giveu’  we have the
.

*representat  ion: .
*JOHN*  <P--B *ATRAN%’

C.0. CASES

The concepts of ‘eating’ and ‘giving’ involve more than just

ACTORS and ACTS. One mu&eat  or g-ive some physical object. A n

object cannot just bs given by an ACTOR: there must also be some

recip ient  of  the  g iv ing. To represent refatiOnShip8  between ACTS  and

enti t’les othet-  than A C T O RS , C.O. provides a set of conceptual CASES:
8

Each ACT requires the presence of a particular subset  of CASES.



L-

.-

L The ACT *ATRANSa  requires the RECIPIENT CASE. Some examplesr

Most ACTs require an OBJECTIVE case symbolized:
0 I

t----  <OBJECT>

Examples of this relat i?rtship include:
0

“John drinks mi Ik” *JOHN* c-r=> *INGEST* c---o  *l’lJLK*
0

“Fred breathes” *FPEDz  <=I-> *INGEST*  <----  *AIR*

(the latter example demonstrates how required conceptual cases

wi I I be present in wnresentations  even if f‘3 corresponding surface

case exists)

When the ‘possess i on-ship’ of an object is changed by a n

act ion, there must be both a DONOR and a RECIPIENT of the pO88888iOn.

The REC.IPlENT  CASE is provided to represent this relationship, and is

den0 ted
R I a---> <RECIPIENT>

*A.--- l
I u--9< <DONOR>

“John gi ves Mary a book”, or
“f’lary receives a book from John” . .

0 R I ---->  *tiARY+
*JOHN*  r====>  *ATRAN%  +--- *BOOK*  c---l

I --0-x *JOHN*

“John takes the book from Mary”

0 R I -9-9, *JOHN*
*JOHN*  <===>  *ATRAN%  t’--- *BOO@ c---I

I --I-<  dlARY*

The ACT *PTRANS*  is used to represent actions of changing

location, aPTRAN% requires an OBJECT (uhose  location is changed)

t



and a SOURCE and GOAL I ocat ion, The DIRECTIVE case provides slots

for these locations, and is syRholized:
0 I----> <GOAL>

+I--- I
I m-w-< <SOURCE> i

“John goes to the store”
0 0 I - -> *STORE*

*JOHN*  <=> *PTRANSs c--- *JOHN*  e - - - l
c

I -W-W<

An ACTOR-ACT relationship, together uith al l  the cases required

by the ACT, is cal led an EVENT.

(2) STATES and STATE-CHANGE S

Some of the information stored in a memory and communicated in

language is not represented as EVENTS, but as  STATES . fhe notat ion

used in CD. for such information is:
VAL

<CONCEPT> <IS=> <ATTRIBUTE> c---- <VALUE>

For examp I e, “Fred has the book” is represented a s

. VAL
*BOOK*  ’ <zm>.+POSSt  +.----  +FREDs*

A subset of the ATTRIBUTES used in C.D. are SCALES. When  the

ATTRIBUTE of a STATE relation is a SCALE, the VALUE uill be a n

integer representing a point on the SCALE. The only SCALES  referred

to in this paper are *HEALTH* (physical health), ~JDYF  (mental

pleasure) s and *ANGER* (emo t i ona I anger1  D

“Socrates i s dead”
VAL “6:

*SOCRATES*  <w~P>  *HEALTH*  t-----  t-10)

t



“B i I 1 i s hotqq”

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

i

i

VAL
*BILL* <SE=> aJOY*  +----  (+3) ’

In other cases , changes  in state must be represented. The

STATE-CHANGE notation is:

<CONCEPT> <si~w

VAL
I ---->  <ATTRIBUTE> c----  xneu-VALUE,
I VAL
I ----< <ATTRIBUTE> +---- <old-VALUE>

r,h
or, a l t e r n a t i v e l y ,  *

VAL
I ----> <ATTRIBUTE> +----  <newVALUE>

/-----L  ------ 1
<CONCEPT> I-------

\ - - - - - - - - - - - - I VAL
I --0-c  <ATTRIBUTE> +----  <old-VALUE>

Commonly only the terminal state (!TTRIBUTE  + newVALUE)  of a

STATE-CHANGE relation is knoun, and ue uitl not bother putting

anything in  the  in i t ia l  s t a t e  s l o t ,

“Socarates dies”
VAL

I a--..> WEALTH*  c----  t-10,
*SOCRATES* <amal

I M-s-(

When the change of state is along a scale, it is common that

neither the precise initial nor terminal state is known, but onlrg

the direct ion, and perhaps amount, of change. A STATE-CHANGE can be

modi f i ed by an INCrement  to show this:
*\

“Truman”s condition d&eriorates’!$‘$
; **.-P.P .,n

r*
#TRUMAN* <nsrl’&

-> MALTHlr

9 -I em--( tiEALTH* I *
INCl

(-5)

i

c



EVEFJTs, STATES, and STATE-CHANGES are al I types of

relationships  Llhich are termed ‘conceptualizations’.

(3) CAUSALs  and CONJUNCTIONS

TUO types of causal relationship will be used in examples. The

first is a relation in which the occurrence of an ANTECEDENT

conceptualization causes a RESULT conceptualization:

<ANTECEDENT> /\
/\ (the causal relation symbol 111
I l l will sometimes be uritten

<RESULT> <P 1

An example of the use  of the causal iso

“John k i I led llary”
*JOHN*  <===>  *DO*

/ \
I I I VAL
I I I I - - - - - - - >  IWEALTH* t-0---  t-10,

lrMARY*  <ZSIE?~
I ------m<

(*DO* is a ‘dummy’ ACT used to hold the place of some actual, but
‘.. .

.unknoldn, ACT and its required cases,)
0

The other causal relationship provided for is the CAN-CAUSE

r e l a t i o n :

<ANTECEDENT> /Cl
/C\ (the causal relation symbol III
I I I uill sometimes be uritten

<RESULT> <SC 1

This relation indicates that the occurrence of the ANTECEDENT

conceptualization could cause the RESULT conceptualization, but does

not indicate the actual occurrence of either.

15
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L.

L

.

.

L

“Marg  I ikes to eat chocolate”

0
d-lARY*  < ===dNGEST* +---*CHOCOLATE*

/C\
I I I
1 1 1 I - - - - - - - >  *JOY*

~G~ARYJ(  eza=,sJ
? I - - - - - - - <  *JOY*

INCI
(43

Both CAUSAL relationships are themselves conceptualizations.

Fur thermore, ary tuo conceptualizations can be joined by the symbo!

“A’ to form a CONJUNCTION, uhich is also a conceptualization.

<conceptualization>
/\

<conceptualization>

(4) M e n t a l  ACTS

Many English verbs -- tell, remember, teach, read -- involve
* .

the transfer of information. Conceptual primitives for representing

these meanings are di scussed  t n (81. In this report ue shall use
i

only one ‘mentale  ACT ,  *tlTRANS*. This act requires a neu CASE, the

MENTAL-OBJECT UIOBJECT). An MOBJECT  must itself be some l *

conceptual ization. *fITRAN%  also requires the RECIPIENT CASE, uith .

the DON@9  and RECIPIENT being ‘mental locations.’ In this paper we

shal I I imi t mental locations to ‘conscious processors’ (+cP*) and

‘ I ong- term moor ies’ hLTtl*O  of hs*!an  beings, and physical objects

crhich in some sense serve 9s information stores (books, televisione,

v Y a 3, The notation for an EVENT using tiTRANS* is:

tl R I ---->  <RECIPIENT>
<ACTOR> <===>  *flTRANS*  +--- <MOBXCT>  +---I t ,,

I ----<  <DONOR>

16
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L

L

*tlTRANS* is an abstract ACT which indicates the transfer of the

information contained in the MDBJECT from the DONOR to the RECIPIENT.a

“The professor tells Bob that Socrates is dead”
PART

M R  I - - - - >  *CP* <----  rc808*
*PROFESSOR*  <===>  M’lTRANSs c--- # t - - - - I PART

‘t I ----< SPlr <----  #ROFESSORt  .
I - - - - - - - - - - - - I

4f VAL
*SOCRATES* <ass> *HEALTH*  +----  (-10,

PART
{The n o t a t i o n  *CP* +---- *BOB*  indicates the conscious processor of

t h e  individ:Jal  *BOB*. When conceptualizations are embedded in other

conceptual izat ions, a # uill often be used as a ‘place holder’ a n d

‘dill be connected to the main relational link of the embedded

conceptualization.) . I

.

+

Mental locations can also fill the <VALUE> slot of STATE

reiations  which have as their <ATTRIBUTE> xMLDC+  Vlental-LOCationI,

The <CONCEPT>  in such relations must be an entire conceptualization,

For examp I e: .

VAL PART
# <EWE>  *HLOC*  +--- &TM* +----  *FRED*
t

I --------w-- I *’
I
I *JOHN* <=-=> *DO*
I /: \ rf I .
I -----------+I 11 VAL

1 I I I------->  *HEALTH*  c----  (-10,
v?lARYlr  <WS)

I -------<

t repr zents the meaning of ‘Fred believes that John killed fiary.”

17 I



1 - (5) TTMEs and other modifications

I . St i I I to he accounted for is the concept of the time of

occurrence of an event, which usually is reflected by verbal tensing

in I anguage. MARGIE deals only with points in time, not intervals.

T h e  s y m b o l s  ITl;' T2, T3, f . .I ui I I b e  used for  timeb, and dram

ui th pointers to some conoeptual link:

T;
4

c
<ACTOR> <=r=> <ACT>

Y

.

c

The special symbol *NOW*  represents the ‘current’ time -- i.e.,

the time of an utterance or, more exactly, the time of creation of a

conceptualization. TltlE relations wil l  be shoun on a tine line, left

representing PAST: right, FUTURE.

L. ,’ (indicates the relations
T t t Tl < T2 < *NOWa
Tl T2 *NOW* uhere ‘<* means ‘BEFORE' 1

In the jmplementation, every EVENT,. STATE, and STATE-CHANGE has
L

.

a TIME associated with i t . In our diagrams, houever, TIflE will b e

L left out unless it is relevant to the point being d i s c u s s e d .

A n o t h e r  m o d i f i c a t i o n  o f  EVENTS  is LOCation. It will b e

represented &ply as a modification on the main link of the EVENT;

locat ion
L ILOC

4
<ACTOR> <-==r <ACT>



‘Swimming’ would be represented by:

L

X

*WATER*
(LOC
4

<*==> *PTRANS*

,

0 0 I - - - - >
+--0 x t-- i

I -0-0<

Other modifications of conceptualizations permit negation and

‘questioning’, but these uill not be needed for understanding  this

paper. One that is needed is the MODE ‘CANNOT’ uhich can modify an

EVENT, and is symbolized by a 8 on the <--->.

*JOHN* <-==c)  *IlOu
/ \ PART
Ill tl R I 0-s tip* c----  HIARYJR

*HARY* <---> *HTRANS*  c----  *CONCEPT%  t---)
0 I--> *ooK*

is the representation provided for “John prevented Mary from reading

the book. ” (*CONCEPTS* is a ‘dummy’ HOBJECT: it represents ‘come

unspecified conceptual information.‘)

Any conceptualization may be modified by a FOCUS relation.

FOCUS always specifies one particular slot in a conceptualization,

such as the ACTOR of the RESULT. FOCUS will not be noted in our

diagrams: while it is anticipated that the memory model uill find
iI , Ii L

uses for FOCUS, it is currently used only by the generation routine

to choose between words like “give” and “rec&ve”.

461 c o n c e p t u a l  ponlinals *?

The reader may have uondered about the use of unite *JOHN*,

*BOOkl*,  etc. ( in conceptualizations. C.0, has provided a great deal

g 19
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of analysis of verbs and relations found in language, but little

analysis of concrete and abstract nominals. The current program does

not deal ui th crords  I ike “happiness” and “involvement”, but is

limited to nouns IJhich name physical objects and people. The unit

aJOHN*  in a conceptualization is a pointer to a memory node, at uhich

are pointers to al l  conceptualizations involving *JPHN*, as uell as

such conceptual information as

( H U M A N  *JOHN*)  and (MALE *JOHN*). .

i The relation most used by the paraphrasing system, however, is

L (ENGL  I SH-NAME *JOHN*  JOHN)

I n Concep  tua I Dependency, these object-naming units are termed

‘PP’s (picture producers), Considerable work must still be done on

defining the precise nature of these units, both theoretically and

computationally. I P is expected that future versions of IIARGIE ui I I

include extremely different hand1  ing of naainal references.



111. ANALYSIS OF NATURAL LANGUAGE SENTENCES
c

The analyzer described below is one that is conceptually

c oriented not only in the output it produces, but also in the kinds of

processes it uses to achieve its answers. Its primary task is not to

c discover the syntactic relationships in a sentence, but to discover

uhat that sentence’is  communicating. Syntactic relationships are

used to help this prccess. This distinguishes the analyzq,r from
$4 ‘3

previc39  attempts, such as Woods’ parser [111, where the semantics uas

needed to help bui Id the syntactic structures.

For the analyzer, the job of discovering what a sentence is

communicating means discovering what Conceptual Dependency network

should be generated from that sentence. O.ne source of information

L
used to do this is a simple description of certain re la t ionships

betueen words. But more important than such patterns between uord

. types are the passive features and active expectations that are

associated with each word in a language. These expectations look for

certain events, certain features or structures, and if these things

are found then certain actions are performed.

This emphasis on words rather than on syntactic structures, on

content rather than form, is in keeping uith the general philosophy

of Conceptual Dependency and in contrast to previous linguistic a n d

. computational I  inguistic  1Jork. We are interested not in syntactic

structures but in those processes that allo@ people to communicate

. their thoughts using language.

The features of a word are facts associated either uith that

21 I, I’ I
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L

i” word itself or with the concept referred to by that word. That

“John” is a proper name is a fact about the uord “John.“ That “John”

L is a male human is a fact about the concept referred to by the uord

“John”. Features are represented in the system in the LO. notation

described in section 11. They are not special flags or marks bui I t

speci f ical ly for the analyzer, and though they are used primarily by

the analyzer, they are still pieces of world knowledge and are

represented like other pieces of world knowledge.

While the features are described with primitives and

relationships that are general Iy used In representing information,

the expectations are described with functions and flows of control
L

that are oriented more towards language processing. The basic

contro l  s t ructure , involving a set of conditions plus a set of

actions to be performed if the conditions occur, is a reasonable

. mechanism for many other memory processes. Charniak El1 uses a

c

similar device to describe the way sentences tie themselves together
. . . * Y

i n  c h i  I d r e n ’ s  s t o r i e s ’ .
.

c
The functions that specify these conditions and actions are

ones that have been found useful for analysis. As our knouledge of

memory processes increases, some will remain as they are and others

c

eoill bs generalized to do more than language processing. The
.

functions that have been developed fall into several groups.

CONCEPTUAL OEPENOENCY GRAPH MAN1  PULATORS

These functions create, and change internal counterparts of

22 , i
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c

L.

L

L.

L.

c

L

c

L

L..

conceptual dependency representations. Graph locations, which can be

fully specified by strings of conceptual role markers such as “the

actor of the caused  event”’ are holders of information. That is, the

graph is both the final analysis result and also the source of many

of the expectations that are made while analysis is going o n .

One function then just takes a string of role markers, e .g .

“(<H a c t o r ) ”  ’ and returns the conceptual piece found at the end of
E

that path. Another function fol lows such a path and puts in a

conceptual piece. The first function is called CHOICE and the latter

CHOOSE. Both of these functions IJOrk with a conceptualization.

There exist two related conceptualization builders, REPLACE and

1 MBED. REPLACE replaces the current conceptual graph (which may be

empty) with a new one, perhaps built from all or part of the old.

This is called mainly when the verb found in an utterance provides a

conceptual network tying together the other elements in the sentence,

or uhen some word’ I ike “again” ’ tells the analyzer that the
I . .

conceptual network from the verb is part of some other netuork.

lM6ED doesn’t change the conceptual graph as such but affects

how the above func t ions behave. Basically when IMBEO is called uith

a string of role markers, it causes the conceptualization referenced

by CHOICE, CHOOSE, and REPLACE to be moved to the conceptual piece

referenced by that string of markers, Suppose the ana I yzer had so

far built a network involving the communication of a causal

conceptual izat ion, e.g., “advise” which is the communication of ‘the
a

, belief Fat if the person being told does something he uill be

23
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L h a p p i e r  f o r  i t . NOLJ IMBED  would be called with the argument

” (MOEMCT CON)”  to reset the conceptualization to be the act ion, in

the communicated idea, which would cause pleasure. Any further work

done by CHOOSE, CHOICE, and-REPLACE  would be in building up this

act ion. There is of course a function complementary to IMBEO called

RESET-ALL uhich resets the conceptualization to be the one which

IMBEO  was cal I ed upon. At the moment there is no stacking of these

embeddings and a disinclination to do so. Stacking is a mechanism

that can be programmed in fairly uell-defined ways and it has been

the basis of many programs for operat-ing on data bases. However its

psychological validity is questionable. At best functions that
L.

operate recursively on trees are convenient ways of simulating some

L.

L

human mental processes. In the analyzer houever recursion is not a

basic mechanism. Hence if the analyzer IllBEDs  more than once it uill

be able to reset only to the most recent embedding or else to the

outermost level of the conceptual ization. Such an approach is
..

related to the representat  ion we have chosen. Had our system been

based on graphs of a more mathematical nature, with a feu primitives

and lots of trees to represent everything, then embedding would be

L occurring constantly and the natural way to work uith these trees

would be with recursive routines. However Conceptual Dependency is

L oriented about Structure s where closely related elements of a

conceptualization appear together at the same level, where a
r

processor doesn’t have to keep looking up and down a tree for

i.
information. When the focus of manipulations moves up or down a

.
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L

level in this kind of format it means something significant, and c a n
,

be expected to t&e more effort, and thus be less likely to be as

simple a mechanism as recursive stacking.

In talking about functions that add conceptGal  pieces to the

graph one point should be made about these pieces. While on printed

output these graphs look like the linear version of C.0. graphs,

there i s one ex tr.a feature about them which doesn’ t show. flany  t irnes

L. a conceptualization will have some piece appearing in several places

in a graph. The simplest example is with “give” ‘where ue have an

L ATRANSing  with an identity between the actor and the donor, When

specifying conceptual pieces to REPLACE we can enforce this identity

to the extent that the same graph is pointed to in both places. Not

only dces  it become obvious to other programs, in inference and in
.

generat  ion, when two elements are meant to be the same, but uith

L respect to the bui Iding of these structures, it gives the result t h a t

any changes made to an element shou up in all of its occurrences

L automat ical ly. Al though this is only a small part of it, this

abi 1 ity to do explicit references indicates a representation that can
c.

handle the results of more complex reference determination from the

memory processor.

As we shal I see, often the verb ui I I expl ici tly provide REPLACE

L and CHOOSE with the coni-eptual pieces that it needs. However there

are also times I.rhen  there are significant conceptual s t ructures

comi’ng  from other words in the sentence. For example, in “John gave

Mary a headache,” “a headache” k the name of a conceptual rrrtructure

25



L

. involving the feeling of pain, and the analyzer needs to incorporate,

this structure into one that says “John caused flary to feel pain in

* her head. ” Hence there also exists a routine, called UTILIZE, that
:
3: L. takes uords that refer to structures and turns them into forma for

incorporation with REPLACE.

.

SVNTACTIC  STRUCTURE MANIPULATORS

Another set of functions used is needed to operate on the

L syntactic structure of a sentence. The description of these

functions will be somewhat brief. They have not been the main focus

of our effort. This is because much uork has already been done on

syntactic analysis, Most other approaches, computational and

L.

linguistic and even psychological, have been concerned uith what

could be obtained using just syntax, until it became necessary to add

on a l i t t le semantics to help out. The approach here is the exact

L opposite, to see what can be done from the conceptual side .and

include syntactic8  uhen they become important. The first form of the

L ana I yzer didn’ t even have word order. Not even taking into account

al I the arguments that have been made in favor of semant its over

syntact its, it*would  seem that this attack on the problem has

interest in that it does relegate syntax to a truly subordinate

The syntactic9 used by the analyzer are quite simple. This is .

- partly because less time has been spent on them and partly because

L the existende of a conceptual network means the syntax doesn’t have

L
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to carry the semantic load that it does in a syntactically based

system.

There are three surface cases used, SUBJ. 083, and RECIP, uhich

save places for items until they can be given conceptual roles t o

Play* These roles are primarily cletermi ned by uord order, ui th a

secondary distinction between humans and objects, so that RECIP is

general Iy a human, if it occurs at al I. _wlen embedding occur9 these
3

cases are saved as uel I, and reset by RE%!!T-ALL  ui th the s a m e

comments aboutstacking applying. Further, CHOICE and CHOOSE both

know how to hand1  e these cases, and the a-na I yzer can add and extract

informat  ion from them just as uith the conceptualization.

These Llord order cases are supplemented by the use of

preposi t i:;lal markers. The analyzer usually knotis  what relationship

a prenosi  t ion i s expres$.i  ng ei ther from what has already been

understood or from the nature of the object of the preposition. The

verb, which plays a central role in this system, usually does most of
..

the work in giving an expected meaning to the use of a preposition,

S t i l l , the analyzer needs to save the fact that such and such item

was governed by such and such preposi t ion, part icular i ly when

prepositions introduce a sentence (“8~  the car uas  a...“) and uhen

backup rout i nes are ca I I ed.

There is another place where simple syntactic action occurs:

whi le waiting for the accumulation of enoughGnformation to make a

conceptual representat ion. This happens in the building of noun

phrases. Starting v1th the recognition of an article or ad ject ive ,

27



uords as they are brought in are not converted into a unified

conceptualization unti l  schething  is seen that indicates the noun

phrase is ended. The end of the sentence, a verb, or the start of a

neu noun phrase are some of these signals. Knouing uhat the main

item is that is being modified by the previous string of adjectives

and nouns the analyzer can make a conceptual whole. But many

adjectives used commonly like “short” or “sweet” cannot be said to

have beaning until they have something to modify. Granted there m a y

be things that seem common between ‘a short stick” and “a short

pause” p between “a sweet candy” and “a swee P voice”, but these common

elements are too vague to be sufficient to be definitions for the

adject ives . That is, given some such unifying theme9 we still

couldn’t predict reliably what modification the adjective meant uith

many nouns. There are times when we general ize word usages, uhen

metaphors are involved, but for the moment we are concerned uith the

common, ingrained uses of words. Hence we find ourselves here with

fairly ambiguous uords, i.e. the adjectives, and the major source of

information on what to do uith these words coming last. T h e r e  i s

also the compl icating factor of noun pairs, such as “kitchen table”

and “pot  ice state”. There exists a program by Sylvia Weber

Russel  I T51 that handles a number of these&and eventual ly it ui l I be

tied in rri th the analyzer.

There are, then, two functions for handling noun phrasesa  One

takes peu words and collects them into a simple list, uaiting for the
II t

end of ‘the phrase.~ The otkr is called uhen the phrase end is noted.
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and converts this list into a normal conceptual structure. This neu

structure is then returned as the meaning of the noun phrase and

.” behaves  as a uni t for such functions as CHOOSE and FEATURE.

MEflORY  INTERFACE FUNCTIONS

FEATURE brings us to another open-ended set of functions, uhich
c

’interrogate the memory’s world knowledge for information about

things, These things may be either words or concepts. FEATURE is

the only memory interrogation function currently used by the analyzer

. (other po ssibi I ities are the class TIT predicates used by generator,

as discussed in section IV). It takes as one argument either a word

or a simple conceptual piece consisting of a PP plus modifiying

conceptualizations and as the other argument some property value,

such as “human” or “proper” (as  in proper nouns). These property

I L values belong to what are called contrast sets, such as “(human,

animal,  physical object)“. These contrast sets are needed because

there are often times crhen the analysis depends on which element o f

the set a particular word or concept is associated with. It is

important to note that these contrast sets are not hierarchical, a t

least to a great degree. Although Mary being a human implies that
c

she is an animal Llhich  implies she is a physical object, the uay in

L crh i ch “flary” is handled in language differs depending on uhether she

is no more than an object or no more than an animal. FEATURE is a L

very simple information retrieval function. A particular complex of

~ features has. besn chosen for some reason and FEATURE is used to find
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out what  else is true in this complex. Thus, by a criterion of

commonness, “John” is chosen as referring to “JOHNl”  which is “the

man ca I I ed John” sense of “John”. FEATURE then tells us that “JOHNI”

b . i s a man, and  that an English name is involved.

i
There are, as mentioned, other functions in the analyzer, but

they are subservient to the ones discussed above, Only ene more

piece of the analyzer needs to be described before some examples are .
I

g i ven. This piece is the monitor, or supervisor, the piece that

takes definitions of iJords  in terms of these functions and executes

the i r  inst ruct ions. This monitor is,_ and is meant to be, very

simple. Its job is to do bookkeeping on the follouing variables.

SENTENCE - this is the utterance being analyzed. It is

constant  through the analysis.

WORO  - this is the current uord in the sentence that is being

looked at. Normally WORD is set to each successive uord in SENTENCE,

going f rom le f t  to  r ight .

SENSE T this is the current sense, or meaning, that is being

crorked  ui t h . It is usually either the me;qning  of WORD or of the noun

phrase containing WORDI A sense of a word is a name for a set of

requests and features. Features are simply conceptualizations.

Requests are awlysis  instructions.

R E Q U E S T S  - this is a list of requests uhich is unordered with

one except ion. The monitor continually rechecks this list to see i f

changes to WORD, SENSE, CONCEPT, or REQUESTS itself have caused any

of the requests to become applicable. Requests are representations

.+
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of the expectations a word sets up of situations that might occur and

act ions to take in those cac~t;. The unordered rechecking is meant to

he a simllI,ltion of a parallel control structure uhere each request

loclks  to see if it should do anything, independent of the o t h e r

requests. The only exception to this concerns those requests that

are activated when some phrase or clause ends. For example, in “John

wanted Mary.. . , ” the analyzer assumes that “flary”  is beginning a

clause involving something involving flary that John uants. If

instead that is the uhole sentence and nothing more has been found

out when the end of the sentence is reached then a default assumption

is made that John wants Mary to come to him. These requests that are

cat led by th-Q end 04 something are aluays placed at the end of the

request I  ist. This is equivalent to considering them as independent

processes that, in being called by the absence rather than the

presence of somdthing, uait to make sure that “more real” requests

have had their say.

ANSWER - this is the conceptual representation of SENTENCE that

the analyzer is building. It is the variable tJhOSe  value is  re turned

by the analyzer.

CONCEPT - this is a pointer to either ANSWER or to some

subconceptualization in ANSWER. This points to the place uhere the

bui ld ing activitiy  is going on at any point in the analysis. Thus it

starts off the save as ANSWER but uhen an embedded conceptual izst ion

is being bui 1 t  i t  points to that instead.

Attached to each word that appears in SENTENCE are one or more
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senses,L. that is, *labels  of sets of features and requests. Requests

are of the form “( TEST ACTION FLAG)“. TEST and’ACTION are the

b. crucial elements of a request. TEST is a (Lisp) predicate and ACTION

is a (Lisp) function, both built from Lisp functions and those

functions that have been described above. When WORD  changes, the

nloni  tor first c’hecks  REQUESTS for instructions, adds any requests

attached to WORD, then finds the current sense for WORO (setting

c SENSE equal to it), then checks REQUESTS again, then adds the

requests  that are part of SENSE to REQUESTS and steps WORD along in

L. SENTENCE. In general, TEST predicates make reference only to CONCEPT

L

b-

and the feature aspects of WCIRO  and SENSE. Checking a request means

evaluating the TEST. If TEST is not true nothing happens and the

monitor goes on to the next request. If TESf is true, then ACTION is

executed and FLAG is altered. FLAG is a bookkeeping mark. When it

L
is NIL it means the request has not been used yet, while f means that

the request has already been used.

c ,REQUESTS  i s changed by e i ther the mon i tor or ‘an ACTION.
0

I n  th8

former case words and senses have their requests added to the list.

In the  la t ter  case , either the function IMBEO which introduces

clauses, or d simpler one for starting prepositional phrases, saves

the current REQl$STS  and replaces it with another set. RESET-ALL

restores REQUESTS to the original set when it is called. IMBEO  thus

works with  three information sets: the conceptualization being built,

the syntactic structure being built , and the expectations being made.

One other operation that the monitor performs is to initialize
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REQUESTS to a request which looks for any noun phrase that ui II. be

the subjec t . Thi s i s done uhenever a neu sentence i s begun.

The best way to describe how these functions are put together

to form requests is by examples. The first example ui I I be

straightforward, the second ui I I show hou words, like “give”, can

uOrk to tie together the contents of other uords, and the l a s t

example wi I I shol-J  hou uord%,  I ike ‘by”, can uork to tie t o g e t h e r

large conceptual structures.

The first example is “John advised flary t .‘drink t h e  uine.”6 The

rehuests  attached to the uords in the example are:

advised - (1 (CHOOSE TlME (BEFORE (NEW-TIME) (CHOICE TIME) X1 NIL)

d r i n k  - (tNEEO_TIME)  (CHOOSE TIME (CHOICE TIME) 1 NIL):

Most of these functions haven’t been discussed and the requests

are here for completeness. Basically if words have requests at all

they are ones like time choices, The above requests say that

“ a d v i s e d ”  alcrays  re.fers  to a past event and “dr’i’nk”,  if a time is

needed, refers to a present one. Houever the ” t”o“ that i 9 set by

“advise” sets “(NEED~TIME)”  to false, so the time will be  untouched

by “drink”. Past, present and future mean before, during and after

the time of the surrounding conceptual ization, respectively.

The senses for the uords in this sentence are,, for programming

convenience, !jsually the same as the uord  uith a numeric suffix

attached. The  requests attached to the senses that appear in this

sentence are:

JOHN1  t MARVl:  none:

33
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ADVISEl: (1 (REFLACE  CONCEPT (QUOTE ((ACTOR (# SUf3J)  <-> (*MTRANSw)
TO hcCF*  PART (# RECIP) REF (ITHEW
FROM b&P* PART (# SUBJ) REF (*THE*)) MOBJECT
W O N  ( N I L  TiME (>I MOO6 (NIL)) d
((ACTOR  (# RECIP) cd hJOYa)  <r>F hJOYr1)  I N C  (2,
TIME (r MOBXCT  CON TIME) MO E (NIL)))  )I FOCUS ((ACTOR)  1
MODE (NIL) TIME (NIL))))  NILP

T h i s  r e q u e s t  proclucgs  a conceptual form equiva lent  to

I ---> ( RECIP 1 ,I
M R I

( SUBJ  1 i=> *MTRANS*  +-- (#I +--I
I ---< ( SUBJ 1

. where # is the following conceptual form:

/c\
111 I--> *JOY*

( R E C I P  P <wra{
t I-- < *JOY*

INCl
, (+2)

_ that i s , sonieone  is being told tt~at  doing something wi I I please him.

I (T (DEFPROP  TO TO0 CURRENT) NIL)
c

This request makes a prediction about future use of “to”. ’

I

I
((FEATURE SENSE (QUOTE HUMAN) I (CHOOSE RECIP SENSE) NIL)

This request says that the next human is the person receiving

the RTRANS i ng . It could be written so as to put the human into the

graph d i rect ly  but it is stored in RECIP just in case a parallel

syntactic  structure is needed.

TO0: (1 IPROG N I L  tIMBE (MOBJECT CON)  I(SUBJ C H O I C E  RECIPI
(TIME AFTER (NEbf-TIMEI  (CHOICE TIME)  XII ((BREAK-POINT)
(RESET-ALL) NIL) 1 (SETQ  USE-TIME NIL II NIL)
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Th i s sage;  t h,:, t crtwn “to” i$ found start the conceptual bu i ld ing
I

at CON in the MOBJECT,  set the time to be after the communication,

set the SUBJ of the infinitive verb to be the person being advised,

and set REQUESTS to one looking for the end of the clause.
.

DRINKl: (T (REPLACE CONCEPT (OUDTE ((ACTOR W SUBJ) <-> (*INGESTlr)
OBJECT (# OBJl TO (sINSIDEs  PART (# SUBJH FROM
(*MOUTH* PART (# SUBJ)) 1 MODE (NIL) TItlE (NIL) 1) 1 NIL)

._

graphica l  ly this is:
PART

I--> *INSIDE* c--4SUBJ)
0 0 I

( SUBJ 1 <=> *INGEST* +-- t 08J) t--l PART
I--< HlOUTth +----(SUB31

another request u’ith DRINK1 is:

((FEATURE SENSE (QUOTE PP) 1 (CHOOSE OBJ SENSE) NIL)

L This request says that the next object i t  f inds i8 the thing

being drunk,
.

The features of the words are:

John, Mary - in a contrast set called *WORDTYPE*  they have the s

value *NAME*, which means they don’t require an article;

L JOHNI, MARY1 - both have the feature “HUMAN”, and JDHNl also

c

has the feature “MALE” versus MARYl’s “FEMALE” but that is not needed

here. Both also have’the feature “PP”:

.
WINE1  - has the feature .“PP”, which is the only one needed

s
here,

The analysis of the sentence “John advised nary to drink the.

wine”_  proceeds simply enough. The initial request looking for a
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subject  (SlJRJ)  is satisfied by “John”. “Adv i sed”  and “ADVI  SE1 ”#

satisfy no requests but add their own to the set, and further change

CONCEPT (and hence ANSWER) to a conceptual skeleton of the MTRANS

act i on. “Mary” and “MARY1’  satisfy the request looking for a

recipient of the MTRANS. I1 To” and “TO1 ” move CONCEPT to po i n t to the

conceptua  I i zat ion being MTRANSed  and reset REQUESTS, “John’ and

“JOHNl”  satisfy the request now being made for a SUBJ. “Drink” a n d

‘ORINKl” put the conceptual skeleton for a drinking action into head

of the causal in the MOBJECT slot. “Wine” and “WINEi” satisfy the

request looking for an OBJ of the drinking. The end of the sentence

causes REQUESTS and the syntactic cases and CONCEPT to be returned to

the values they had before “to” was encountered. REQUESTS is checked

again, and then the analysis is over. The va I ue of ANSWER ? i n

graphic form) is:
0

*MARY* <=> * I N G E S T *  c-- tiINE*
R I - - >  lorMARY*  t’4 /C\

*jOHNr <=> sMTRANSs <--I +---w-w I I I,
I* 111 I--> *JOY*.
I --< #JOHN* tiARY* <ZP+

? I-4 *JOY*
PNCI

(+2)

Because of space, the fact that the recipient case of MTRANS

involves the Conscious Processors UPS)  of the people, not the people

themse  I ves, is not shown in this diagram. Also, the times have been

l e f t  o u t .

The second example is “John gave Ilary a beating.” The focus

here is on the way in which “give” is used mainly to pulT together
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the other elements of the sentence toyield  &meaning  paraphrasable
8

in English as “John beat Mary. ” This is a very common use of “give’

and there are many other words that can function the same way, For

example “John took a walk” means the same as “John walked for a

I-lhi le,” and “John got Mary a job’ is related to “John gave Mary a

.
job. ” in all these examples the object is the name of some action or

situation, and “give”, “get” and “take” take these situations and

apply them in specific uays to the other elements they govern ,

Some of the requests associated with “GIVEi’, which is the

sense of “g i ve” that handles the above example, plus ones like ‘John

gave Mary a headache,” and “John gave nary a book, ” are I ikt the ones

described in the previous example. Thus:

GIVEl: (T (DEFPROP  TO TO1 CURRENT) NIL)

. ((FEATURE SENSE POBJ)  KHOOSE  06J SENSE) NIL)

c

((FEATURE SENSE HUHAN)  (CHOOSE RECIP SENSE) NIL)

(T (REPLACE CONCEPT WOTE ((ACTOR (# SUBJ)  <m> hATRANS*)
; TO W RECIP)  FROM (# SUf3J)  OBJECT W OBJ)  1 FOCUS ((ACTm))

TIME (NIL) MODE (NIL))))  NIL)

graphica l ly  th is  last  is :

8 R I--> t RECIP 1
1 SUBJ 1 <=> *ATRAN% t--c ( OBJ 1 +--I

I--< t SUBJ  1

but the important request for the example (which is paraphrased

here in English for readabi Ii tyl is this one:
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TEST if SENSE is a conceptualization of the form
one1 a:= b cl0 I

/ \
I I I

one2 ii> state
( that  is , someone puts someone into a state) then

ACTJDN *REPLACE 3KEPT  (ui th UTILIZE) uith SENSE uhere
one1  is rep?:4  by SUBJ and one2 by RECIP

I
* The sense of “beating” that is assumed here has the following.
“!d

c meaning (graphical  ly):

0 PART D I--> ONE2

: L

ONE1 <=> *PROPEL*  e- (*HAND*  c-- ONE11  t--l
/\ I 0-c ONE1

I I I t------  REPEATEDLY
1 1 1 MANNER
I I I VAL- PART

ONE? <~zH> *PHYSCONT*  +--- *HANDa  t-- ONE1

This is the representation for repeated hitting. The analysis

returned for “John gave fiary a beat ing” will  look l ike this except

.
that “JOHNl”  wi I I appear everyuhere that “ONEl” does and “MARY1”

everywhere that “ONE2” does.

The next example .is “John ki I led nary by choking flary.” I t

contrasts ui th the last example in the kind of manipulation that

occurs. In “John gave Mary a beating,” the meaning of “give” was a

set of actions, not some conceptual piece. The actions built a

I . conceptual ization from the other words in the sentence. Tn t h i s

example, “John killed tiary by choking flaryc,”  the uord “by” ties

together two large conceptual pieces’ “John killed Mary” and “John

choked flary. ” “By” asks questions about conceptualizations rather

than about words and differs from “give” in that uay. To ki I I

I
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someone means to do something to make that someone die. To choke

someone means to grasp his ior her) neck causing him to. be unable to

breathe.

"BY1 " ( the name assigned to this use of “by”, has the follouing

job to do. It has to tie together two conceptualizations, making one

L

” instrumental” in the occurrence of the other. If  the tuo ections

are simple EVENTS, then the main act has the other in its

I NSTRUMENTa  l case.. (Any ACT can take an INSTRURENTal  case, uhich

must aIrJays be fil led by an entire EVENT. This INSTRUMENT further

specifies the nature of the ACT on crhich-it  is dependent,) If thee

main action is a causal and the causing action is unspecified

(graphically there is a dummy “do” written for the act)  then the

secondary action is helping to specify this causing act, I f  t h e

secondary action is a simple act then it is a straightforuard

replacement of this act in the unspecified slot, Thi 9 happens in

“John angered flary by giving Bill the book.” If the secondary action

is a causal itself then: the result event of this secondary action is

in turn the antecedent event of the main action, This happens in our

example. L

“BYl” also has a few other duties, like preparing the analyzer

f o r  a n  ” Ing” form of a verb, and making the current subject the neu

L

subject of the “by” clause, An English paraphrase of the request set

for “8‘:~”  (which involves too many of those format functions

mentioned before to be usefully uritten  out here) reads Iike this:



L

TEST i f CONCEPT i s a causal then
ACTION REPLACE CONCEPT IJi th ((CON (NIL) N CONCEPT)) , that is,

form a space for the secondary concept,
and also add the foll,ouing  request:

TEST until the secondary concept has been found then
ACTION if the old concept had an unspecified causing action

then if the secondary is also a causal then
replace the unspecified action uith the
result event of the secondary, else
CONCEPT i s REPLACEd  by the who I e secondary act i on
causing the result event of the main action,

else CONCEPT is left the conjunction of tuo events
and al so (IllBED CON ( (SUBJ  CHOICE SUBJl  1

( (BREAK-POINT) (RESET-ALL) NIL) I

The last action, the IMBEO, says that from this point on

conceptual building will be done in the CON space just attached uith

the REPLACE, and it also says that REQUESTS will be set to look for

the end of the clause.

TEST if CONCEPT is a simple act then
ACTION (IllBED  INST ((SUBJ  CHOICE SUBJ))  ((BREAKPOINT) (RESET-ALL) NIL))

This request is applicable in the simple instrumental u18 of

“by” , such as ‘John gave flary the book by handing it to her.” The

last request looks for an “ing” form of a.verb to fol low the “by”.

TEST if WORD is a word with suffix ING
ACTION then give it the meaning of the root

When this sense 34 “by”, uhich is set by “KILLl”, is used the

f ina l  analys is  of “John killed flary by choking Mar-# is:
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0 PART * 0 0
* J O H N *  <===> *GRASP* t- *NECK* +-- JI~‘IARYu *MARY*  <=--> *INGEST*  e- *AIR*

/\ / \
1 I I /\ III
I I I 0 111 I--, * H E A L T H +

*MARY*  <===>  *INGEST* ,-- *AIR* I’ VAL t
0 d’lARY*  <mmm( -18

I
I --< *HEALTHrc

VAL t
x

We have seen some examples nou of the core of the conceptual

analyzer. We have seen the kinds of functions that are used and the

k i ncis of r-esu  I ts that a r e  cOnstruCted. The discussion has been brief

and the and  I yzer clescr i bed i s far from camp I ete. Houever it can be

seen that the basic philosophy of Conceptual Dependency has been

cant  inued here. Not only has the stress been on a conceptual rather

than just a language oriented semantic output, but the same

criterion of naturalness that leads to one representation rather than

another has been used in deciding what decisions cause uhat steps in

the analysis process. The assumption implicit in the requests for

‘ g i v e ’ , that humans are consistently treated differently from

physical objects, is such a decision, The control structure i tself

was worked out from an assumption that natural language processing

does not invblve global routines that are based on syntactic

structures, but rather such processing is carried out by short

programs and expectations  associated uith the uords of the language.

The idea of sets of requests was a straightforward implementation of

this assumption,
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In the last feu examples, the how of analys,is  uill be omitted

and on I y the i npu t and output u i I I be shown.

J@HN AGGRAVATED MARY BY GIVING BILL THE BOOK

ml00  : (PIAL *rT*:)  1

urm : ((BEFORE TIM00 XI)

TIM02 : ((BEFORE TIN01 XI)

WON ((ACTOR (J0f-M) <=> (xATRANSs)  TO (BILL11 FROM (JOHN11 OBJECT
(BOOK1 REF WD-iEad))  FOCUS ((ACTOR)) MOOE (NIL) TIME (Ttti02)1 <n
( (ACTOR UlARVl) <n>T (*ANGER*)  <=>F (*ANGER*K)) TINE (TIMBl) INC (2))))

This is the internal representation of the follouing graph structure:

0 R I-+ *BILL*
#JOHN*  <=> *ATRAN% ,-- *BOOK* +--I

/ \ I--< *JOHN*
III
111 I--> *ANGER*

&lARYa <EEE=HI
t I--< *ANGER*

INC 1
t+21

The next two examples show how much concepts with different

features can affect theoanalysis  of that sentence. The analyzer

assumes that when someone wants someone else, he uants that person to

come to him, but when he uants some physical object, he Wnts to have

that  ob ject .

JOHN WANTS MARY

TI1100 : ((VAL *TM

TIM01  : ((AFTER TIM00 X1)

TIM02 : ((AFTER TIN00 X1)

((CON ((CON ((ACTOR (MARY11 <=> (aPTRANS*)  OBJECT VlARYl)  TO (JOHN11
FROM (NIL)) TIME (TIMBi!))  <iC ((ACTOR (JOHN11 e>T (*JOY*) <r>F hJOY*)P
INC (2) TIME tTIM01)))) <II> MlLOCs VAL (sLTMn PART (JOHN11 REF hTHEr)
9 1) MOOE (NIL)  FOCUS (( <o> VAL PART))  TIflE W'l00)~
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.
I
I
I

c I
I

VAL PART ’
# <SHE> ~tlL0Cx +-- ltLTMv +-- *JOHN*
t

- _--- I
0 0 I --> *JOHN*

dll\ll'ra :----.  ,PTRAN!h  e-- &lARY* c--l
/I-\ I -0<
I ! I

I-,““-“”  4111

I l l  I - - > *JOY* .
i w.JOHNa<sml

t I-- < *JOY*
INCI

JOHN WANTS A BOOK.

b TIM00 : t U'AL *T*) 1

TIM& : ((AFTER TIM00 Xl)
.

TIt!02 : ((AFTER, TItl00 XI 1

( (CON ( (Cf?N ( (ACTOR (*ONEI*) <=> hATRAN%) OBJECT (BOOK1 REF (*A*))b TO (JOHN1 J FROM (*ONE*))  TIME (TIM02)) <d ((ACTOR tJOHN1) <m>T  hJOYac9
<E>F  hcJOY*)) INC (2) TIRE (TItI011))) <=> htlLOC*  YAL hLTM* PART

QJOHNl) REF (*THE*))))  MODE (NIL) FOCUS t ( <a> VAL PART))  TIME tTIMB0))

YAL PART
# <EWES> *MLOC* +-- +LTM* +-- dOHN*
f 8

I
*-4----v- I

I 0 R I--> *JOHN*
I *ONE* <===:, *ATRANS* +-- eBOOKs c--l
I /C\ I --< *ONE*
I III
I -------+I  II,

I Ilr i-- > *JOY*
*JCtHNwsear f

9 I-- .< *JOY*
’ INC(

(+2)
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I IV. PROOKT I ON OF ~!AWRAL  LANGUAGE SENTENCES
FROM CONCV’TUAL  REPRESENTATIONS ’

.
When the analysis of a source sentence has been completed,

.

control passes to the v$-  .lry model , IJhich  integrates the conceptual

structure produced by the analyzer into the existing memory. Neither

the ‘source sentence nor the words comprising it are used in the

L

remainder of the paraphrase production. Memory processes are not

described in this report,  but are discussed in [% We can think o f

’ the integration process as one of tying references to already known

items to internal nodes &ich represent these items, and of creating

neu nodes to represent new i terns and concepts, Thus an associative

L memory is maintained, in which a node representing the individual

‘John Smith’ has pointers emanating from it to every

conceptualization in which ‘John Smith’ plays a part.

The problem remaining is to take the conceptual representation

uhich the analyzer produced for the input and find an English

sentence IJhich* expresSes the meaning represented. The words and

syntax of the original sentence have been discarded. Thus the fact

that the conceptualization was produced from an English sentence

Llhich was the input to a paraphrase program is not relevant to th is

problem. The conceptualization could just as well have come from a

German input in a machine translation task, through a chain of

decluc  t i ons i n a quest ion ansccerer, or through some information

gathering motivation in an interviewing program, What is required

then )S  a routine which can take an arbitrary conceptua l
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L.

representation and realize it  in English --  i.e., a  genera l

L

L

L

Conceptual-English generation program.

80th linguists and computer scientists have designed systems

for language generat&. These can generalby be classified ae either

random or d i ret ted. Random systems 1121  attempt to produce

grammat  ical Engl ish sentences, starting only uith the goal “produce a

grammat  ical Engl ish sentence.” Such systems can be used to test

syntactic theories, and could be used to test semantic theories a s

we1 I if the goal uere “grammatical AND meaningful”.

Directed systems posit some underlying structure and have as a

goal “produce a sentence having the specified underlying structure.”

Our goal s to “produce grammatical English sentences ui th a specified

mean i ng” , certainly falls under this paradigm. Unfortunately, the

language free asnect  of conceptual representation renders approaches

uhich have been previously tried inapplicable to our task . Some of

the directed approaches 131 assume a syntactic underlying structure.

MARGIE does not knou the syntax of the desired output. Others assume

a semantic structure UN; these specify the desired meaning, but do

so in terms of linguistic units (word senses) not present in

conceptualizations. Thus MARGIE requires a new approach to

qenera t i on.
2:
i

The task of producing an English sentence from a language free

meaning structure i s indeed very complex, but several subtasks may be

i d e n t i f i e d :
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i) Words  must be chosen to use in the sentence. ,

i i ) The IJords must be tied together by English syntax relation8  ior

relations from which the syntax can be produced).

i i i ) The words and relations must be linearized to form an English

sentence.

Although it may not be necessary to organize these subtasks

sequent ial Iy, it seems that if ti) and (ii) could be accomplished,

I - then (iii) could make use of the generative mechanisms devised for

directed non-conceptual generators.

What  MARGIE does in fact is to break up generation into two

d i s t i n c t  p h a s e s . First a ‘syntax network’ is c r e a t e d  (steps (i) a n d

(ii) occurr ing in  para l le l ) , then a grammar produces an Engl i sh

sentence from the network. The remainder of this section is devoted

to describing these syntax networks and how conceptual and linguistic

I - knouiedge are used in their formation.

The reader may wonder how MARGIE, having throun away the source

sentence, can be sure that the English realization it arrives at w i l l

be a true paraphrase rather than the ‘identity’ paraphrase, The

answer is that it cannot: the generator actually produces several

different real izatiofls from the conceptual ization. The or ig inal

sentence may well be among these.

First the process by which a single English realization is

obtained will be described; this description will be augmented later

to explain the production of multiple realizations (i.e.,

paraphrases) from a given conceptualization,
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.

I -

Unlike the conceptual representation, the syntax network is

very much I anguage  dependent ; both the tokens and relations in the

netuork  are Engl ish specific. Structurally the network is identical

to the semantic networks of Simmons WI. Unlike Simmons’ nets,

hairever, these syntax networks will connect lexical entries uith

syntact ic  re la t ions. The syntactic network from which

“John threw the bal I at fiary”

would be generated is

LEX
----->THROW
I
I ACTS03
I -------)

I I t”
I I
I .I

--
I I LEX
I G2 I - - - - - - - >  J O H N
I-I

I I‘ LEX
i-l- I 084 I - I - - - - - - - >  B A L L
I G1 I ----------->~  G3 I OET
1 I-----------  1 1 1 ------->THE

I I
I TENSE I
I ----->PAST 1

. I PREP’
1 IOBJ I - l - - - - - - >  A T
- - - - - - -> I  G4  1 P O B J I --I L E X

1-l -------->I  GS I-----+flARy
I-I

Thie same network can be more conciseiy  written as:

Gl: LEX THROW
ACTSBJ G2
OBJ G3
JOBJ  G4
TENSE PAST

G3:

G4:

LEX BALL
OET THE

PREP AT
POBJ GS

G2: LEX JOHN IX: LEX MARY

The elements which are objects of LEX relations are lexical

e n t r i e s , The lpxical entry THROW uilI contain only morphological
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informat  ion such as PAST-THREW. THROW is NOT a word sense -- the

same lexical entry serves for ‘throw a boxing match”, “throw a

tantrum”, and “throw a bal I”.

The relations may seem to be merely renamings of the relations
‘)

used by Simmons or Fi I lmore [2T, but that they are not can be seen

from further examples. IOBJ  ( indirect object)  serves for the ‘ a t

Mary” in the above example, as wel I as for the “to nary’ in “John

gave the book to Mary” and the “from Mary’ in “John bought the book

from Mary”. Semantic systems would tend to break down these IOBJ

relationships into SOURCE, GOAL, and other relations.

On the other hand, the syntax network may make distinct ions

which a semantic network would not, Networks for the two eentencea

(1) “John wants Mary to sell him her Chevy”
(2) “John hopes Mary will sell him her Chevy’

both contain an embedded structure representing

“Mary set I John Mary s Chevy; tense-future ”

This embedded structure would be placed in the same relation to .

‘uant’ and ‘hope’ by most semantic models. They are placed in

different relations in our syntactic network3  because of the

necessity of performing an ‘ infini tive-izing’ transformation in (11

b u t  n o t  i n  (21.’ Such syntactic information about ‘want’ and ‘hope’

I.JI I I not be processed by the grammar-which generates from the syntax
? :?

nets, but is’handled by the routines which create the syntax nets.

(Note  that these nets could be subjected to a transformational

process as are the syntax trees of a transformat ional grammar. This
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would result in the production of paraphrases of the sort described
I

as ‘ s y n t a c t i c ’  - -  e . g . , active to passive voice --  in section I .  No

such transformational process is incorporated in the present

program. I

The Froduction of Suntax  Nets from Conceptualizations

T O produce a syntax net from a conceptualization, a ‘synthesie

by analysi se process is under taken. The conceptualization is

analyzed to detect noteworthy patterns in the conceptual syntax and

noteworthy relations in the conceptual semantics. While there are

potent ial Iy infinitely many patterns and relationships which could
.

be detected, only a finite, and relatively small, subset of these

wi I I be interesting for the purposes of generation of a given

I anguage. For instance, in generating English fromt
PART

0 0 (---+ *INSmE* 4-0---  4cJoHNr
(Cl) *JOHN*  <m-m> *rtNGESflr  ,--I- &lILK* +---I PART

I ,,,,< tiouTH* *-0-9  *JOHN*

the fact that *fiILK* is a FLUID is of interest, since English makes

an ‘EAT-DRINK’ distinction. Houever, in
PART

0 0 I - - > *INSIDE* t----  &EAR*
(IX) *BEAR* <===>  *INGEST* t--- *FISH* e - - - I PART

I ----<  *MOUTH*  t----  tiEARe

it is not important that BEARS are ANIMALS  and not  HUMANS .  However,

to generate a German realiratiorP‘of WI the distinction is
:

important, since German makes an differentiation uhich English doss

not.* (German  uses the verb ‘fressen’ to describe eating uhen done by

an animal, but the verb ‘essen’  when a human agent is involved.)
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Although the fact that MILK is a FLUID is relevant in (Cl), it
,

i s  i r r e l e v a n t  i n
0 D I ----->  fiEFRIG*

(C3) *JOHN*  <==a>  *FTRANS*  +--- *CUP* <--a I
f I e--s-(

CONT I
*MILK*

which could be realized as “John put ir cup of milk in the

ref r igerator .”  fOf  c o u r s e , some representation of the spatial

r e l a t i o n  ‘ i n ’ , as opposed to ‘on, near, . e e9 must be added to

(C3). 1

Thus the relevance for generation of a conceptual pattern or

relation is dependent:.

. A) on the language chosen (examples (Cl) and K2) 1, and
,

8) on the conceptual context in ihich it occurs (examplea. and
(C3) 1

MARGIE’s language generator, BABEL (Better Analytic Basis for

Encoding in Language), organizes this sort of linguistic knouledge a s

a set of discrimination nets. A discrimination net is a data

structure consisting of a binary tree uhose non-terminal node8 are

associated with predicates and whose terminal node8  are associated

with ‘response’ information. In operation, a discrimination net is

appl ied to  a  ‘s t imulus’ - - in this case, a conceptualization. The

predicates in the tree take the conceptualization as a parameter.

The algorithm for applying the discrimination net can be stated as

fol lows:
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1.

3L*

3.

4 .

Set CURRENT-NODE to the root node of the net. #

If CURRENT-NODE is a terminal, go to step 6,

Evaluate the predicate at CURRENT-NODE.

If the value is TRUE. set CURRENT-NODE to its ‘right-hand’ son
and go to step 2.

5 . I f the value is FALSE, set CURRENT-NODE to its ‘left-hand’ son
and go to step 2.

6 . Return the response associated ui th CURRENT-NODE.

A portion of a discrimination net which uould find the response

‘GIVEl’  for the stimulus:

0 - R I - - - - <  *MARY*
tC4) *JOHN*  <-==> sATRAN%  +--- @OOKs  +---I

I --0-c *JOHN*

is shown in figure 1 . (In drauing discrimination nets, root nodes

wi I I be assigned index ‘1’: sons of a node with index N will be
‘b

ass igned indices 2N. 2N+l)

Figure 2 traces the application of the net of figure 1 t o

stimulus tC4),  follouing  the discrimination met algorithm given

above 1
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I 1 ACTOR '
I 1 I
I - I REiPIENT

/ \
/

/
\
\

c.

MODE 1

3 / \

I 1 did the RECIPIENT possess the
I 5 1 OBJECT at any time prior to the
l - I TIME of the c o n c e p t u a l i z a t i o n

/ \-
J \

/ \

FOCUS

AC;OR

I
10 I
-I
/ \

/ \
/ \

I I
1 21 1 (CliEl)
l-I*.

FIGURE 1
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

CURRENT
NODE
(CN) PREDICATE VALUE ACTION

1 are the ACTOR -and RECIPIENT identical FALSE CNt2aCN

2 ’ is there no RODE associated uith the TRUE CN+Z*CN+  1
s t i mu I us,

5 did the recipient possess the object
at any time prior to the TIME of
the stimulus

FALSE CNtZ*CN

10

21

i s the ACTOR tc be ’ focussed’ TRUE. CN+2aCN+l

none (terminal node) - I - - - r e t u r n  GIVE1

FIGURE 2
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The preciicates  within the discrimination nets may be separated

into three clist inct c lasses , Class I predicates are those which

perform pattern matching IJi thin the stimulus conceptual ization.

These include tests for the identity of tuo conceptual fields, e.g.,

the predicate ACTOR - RECIPIENT at node 1 of figure 1. Other

predicates in this class test for the presence of particular

L

conceptual elements in the stimulus -- e.g., is there a 8 modifying

the RESULT of a conceptualization? -- or test the structure of a

st imulus - -  e .g . , is it of the form EVENT-CAUSE-EVENT?
.

h

Class II predicates are logically vnnecessary  but are included

for purposes of keeping the nets compact. They al IOU a single node
L

in one net to perform an entire set of tests from the same or a

d i f f e r e n t  n e t . An example will clarify the idea behind this. The

Engl ish verb “to breathe”, in its most common sense, i s represented

_ c o n c e p t u a l l y  a s
PART, 0 0 I ----< *INSIDEI(I  t---- X

)( <sr= > *INGEST* +-.--  *AIR* t-0.. I PART
I ----< tiCllJTH* to--- )(

while “to choke (someone)” is represented as

x o===>  *GRASFa +--- *NECK*
/ \ t
III I FART
I I I ;Y PART
I I I 0 D I---- >*INSIDErlr  t-----  Y

Y an==>  *INGEST* +-----  *AIR* +--I PART
0 I ----<uMOUTHU t---- Y

The RESULT in this representation of “ct-l)ke”  ia just the

.
representat ion of “breathe” modif ied by 8. Rather than repeat the

c-
tests necessary for recognizing ‘BhEATHEl’ on the path leading to

‘CHOKEl’  , the predicate
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. 1

P O T - H E A D  ( <z 1 - BREATHE1

L..

L-

is evaluated at some node of the discrimination net. Evaluation of

this predicate consists of testing whether the structure found in the

(4 s l o t  ( i . e . , the RESULT) of the stimulus could, if used as a

s t i mulus,  evoke the ‘response’ BREATHE1 (i .e. p whether BREATHE1 is a,

PUTentiai  ‘HEAD’ of a syntax net for this structure). The exact

relationship between the ‘responses’ in the discrimination nets and

the production of the syntax nets wil-l be explained shortly.
n

In t h i s

case the savings obtained are not co&derabIe,  since ‘BREATHE1 does

not require a large set of tests for i ts characterization. In other

cases, however 9 considerable storage savings result from this form of

recursion in the discrimination process. The price paid for the

savings is, of course, extra processing time, since the

discrimination net which recognizes ‘BREATHEl’  may make unnecessary

tests in doing so.

Class III predicates test properties which are ‘semantic’ in

nature. They all involve interaction with the memory model. It uas

shown earlier that the fact that *tlILK* is a FLUID is important to

the generator in certain instances. MliLK*, when it appears in a

conceptual ization. is not an English word, but a pointer to a node in

memory, And FLUID is NOT a property shared by the English uord

“mi Ik” and the German “Mi Ich”e etc., but a property of the concept

ntIILK>rc. Thus this information is not stored as linguistic

information in a lexicons  but is stored in the memory and accessed

through the node *flILK~.



In acJclitionVto categorical information of this sort, the memory
#

is the sole repository of relational information, such as BEFORE-

AFTER time relationships. When a conceptualization is passed to the

generator, such relational information is not included unless it is

speci f ical Iy desired that it be expressed. However, I inguistic

choices may be dependent on this information. For example,

Tl PART
4'

KS) iJOHN* <===> &lTRANSa
II R I ,-mm-> *CP* a------ arf’lARY*

+-a- # +-..-- I PART
? I -----< &P* +---- *JOHN*
I
I

I
I T2
I I PART
I 4 M R I --B&P* <---- MARY*
I *MARY*  <=-a>  *fITRAN% +----  &ONCEPTSa t----l
i /Cl
I III
I --------->I 11

/ - - - - - - - - - - -
MlARY~ I -i-----

\-----------
t ?

1f-W I. ..I T3 0
+2

can be realised as

i --< rSOOK*

-------> *JOY*

-------< I~JOYZN

” Jonn  Ttel I + tense] nary s h e  [ l i k e  + tense] r e a d i n g  t h e  b o o k ”

Hoirever, if the generator finds out (by asking the memory model) that

1) Tl i s  p r i o r  t o  *NOW*,  a n d
2) Tl is prior to 12,

then the  rea l iza t ion

“John advised Mary to rear1  the book”

is possible. If ,  however, T2 is prior to Tl, then the sentence

“John  told Mary she would have enjoyed reading the book”
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genera ted, but the use of “advise” is prohibited.

Other linguistic choices are made on the basis of non-

L l inguist ic  context . flaking such choices involves another form of

interaction between the generator and the memory model, Given our

ear I ier example:
Tl
4 0 * R I----< &lARYlr

QC4E *JOHN* <-==> eATRANS* t--- *BOOKk  t---l
I w-B,< *JotlN*

it may be appropriate to produce.

S4) “John gave the book to flary” or
S4’) “John returned the book to Mary”

The decision is made on the basis of the context existing in

the memory at the t ime the generation takes place, In this case@ the

generator passes to memory the question:
3 T0, T&Tl, such that:

re
4 VAL

a@OOKr <ems>  @OS% +---- IrMARYe

(where Tl, #BOOK*,  and &lARY*  are the same pointers as in the

stimulus CC49 1

i . e . , was there a time previous to Tl at uhich the book uas in Mary’s

possession ? I f memory answers “yes” to this question, s4’ may be

generated; otherwise, S4 wi I I result,
.

(There is a problem here in deciding whether memory should

r e a l  Iy t r y  t o ‘find’ the requested information, or take the much more

expensive  approach of trying to ‘prove’ it, The aneuer  is dependent
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L

c on. the ansLIer to the quest ion of hoLl much inference a memory model

should  do ‘on the  f ly ’  ill. It should be noted, however, that a

model uhich permitted multip!e representations for a given meaning

would have to adopt a proof procedure here.1

Finally, situations exist in which l inguistic considerat

require access to deductive cap&i  Ii ties of memory as wel I as

i on8

i t s

information retrieval capacity. Consider the conceptualization:

K6P

Tl PART
4 M R I - - - - - >  *CP* t---- II$IARY#

*JOHN*  <a=>  *tlTRANS*  t--- ‘: t - - - - l PART
I -----< *CP* t---- *JOHN*

I
I -

I
I T2
I &
I *JOHN* <-=a> *OO*
I / \
I ------------>I  11 I -------> &lEALTHlr  t---- . t-10,

/----------- I
Mary’s husband I w-w----

\ - - - - - - - - - - - I
f I -,-o---(
T3

f t’+ 9 ?
Tl T2 T3 Tl tiow*

This can be realized as

S6 “John told tiary that he was going to kill her husband.”

A reasonable paraphrase might be

S6’ “John threatened to ki I I Mary’s husband. ”

But one can imagine circumstances in which S6’ uould be a very

poor realization and a much better one riould be .

S6’* “John promised to ki I I Mary’s husband. ”



In order to choose between ‘tell’, ‘threaten’, and ‘promise’

BABEL uses a predicate MEM-WERY. The distinction ii made on the

basis of whether the MOBJECT of the *MTRANS*  could cause the

RECIPIENT of the *lITRAN% to become much less happy (or much

happier ) . A conceptual ization:
T2
4

*JOHN*  c-p=>  rOO*
/ \

I ---------------------->I  11 I -------> HEALTH*  t---
I / - - - - - - - - - - - I
I Mary’s husband I --c----

I \ - - - - - - - - - - - I
I ? I -o,,-,,(
I 73 -
I ---w.------+ #

/c\
I I I
III I ------->  *JOY*

/ - - - - - - - - - - - I
. &lARY* I - - - -we-

\ ----w-----e
t t’

I
1 -----o-c  *JOY*

INC 1 T3
I

(X: XI-31

4-10)

is formed, and if it can be proved then ‘threaten’ is chosen. On the

other hand, i f  th is  conceptua l iza t ion  wi th  INCrement  1X: X2+3)  on the

resul ting state-change can be proved, then ‘promise’ may be selected.

The memory-inference model in the present program is not

capable of proving relations of this complexity -- i.e., whether a n

arbitrary conceptual ization describes something which could please or

harm d p;~t icular indivicluc7I. Such theorem proving 1s In fact beyond

the c-urrent capacities of language processing systems,  Our program
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resorts to human intervention to answer such questions; a conceptual

structure like that above is typed out at the console when the

program needs the information and a human informant responds TRUE or

FALSE.

It  is important to realize that such a capabil i ty is a

speci f ic to a paraphrase program, nor even to the subtask of language

generation in general. A psychiatric interviewing program, for

examp  I e, would very likely need the ability to analyze what uas said

to  i t  and determine i f  i t  was ‘ threatening’ ,  ‘host i le ’ ,  e tc .  The

desire to perform such an analysis has nothing to do with the

program’s expressing in English the fact that what was said was a

threat . Since the need for such a capacity can be justified on

grounds independent of generation, no unreasonable assumption is

being made in making it available to the generator. T t demonstrates

one interesting interaction between I inguistic knowledge -- that

English provides a verb “threaten” to describe an information

transfer meeting certain condi  t’ions -- and non-linguistic capability

-- the.abi

Par titular

I i ty

impl

to decide whe ther

icat ions in a Par t

a gi

icul

ven piece

a r  contex

of

t,

It is interesting to note how small changes in some conceptual

information has

roles may have large effects in the l inguistic realization of

conceptual itat ions@ The time relations in KS) were one example.

But not only the time relations are required for reading KS) as

‘advise ’ ; the identity of the several instances of MIARY~ is also

necessary. Suppose that the &lAf?Y~  in the STATE-CHANGE of KS) uere
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changed to *JOHN* -- i.e., we had the ‘meaning’ “John tel I Mary ihat

Mary read the book can cause John become happier. ” io longer can

this be realised as advise, regardless of time relations. B u t  i f  the

time relations necessary to get ‘advise’ from KS) still hold, the

necl  meaning could yield the reading ‘request’ or ‘ask’:

“John requested that Mary  read the book”

It is the job of the discrimination nets, employing the three types

of predicates provided, to make the subtle distinctions required for

the selection of words.

The core of BABEL is a collection of discrimination nets

uti l izing these kinds of predicates. Given a conceptualization, it

is first necessary to decide which nets are applicable. Of course,

al I of them could be tried, most of them failing to find any

response. For eff iciency, a quick structural analysis is performed

to determine the set of applicable nets. For example, a stimulus

with the structure EVENT-CAUSE-STATE CHANGE uill be found to have two

r e l e v a n t  n e t s ,  E K C ,  Llhich  is specifically for EVENT-CAUSE-

STATECHANCE structures, and KAUS, which applies to all CAUSAL

structures.

Each of the discrimination nets found is applied to the

stimulus until a ‘response’ is found. If all trees are  a p p l i e d

without a response being found, BABEL gives up trying to express the

conceptualization, I f a response is found, it iJill be  a  uni t  ca l led

a CONCEXICON pointer. As shoun in Figures 1 and 2 above, the

CONCEXICON pointer GIVE1  may be found as a response to the stimulus:
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OL. R I ---->  *MARY*
X4) *JOHN*  c=> *ATRAN!  t--- *BOOK* t - - - I

t I --0-c  ‘*JOHN*
REF 1

L I NOEF

GIVE1 is a pointer to an entry in a data file called the C O N C E X I C O N

L

(CONCEptual  leXICONI. An entry in this file has three fields:

CONCEX I CON .ENTRY
. f

I I I I
1 LEXICAL POINTER 1 FRAMEWORK 1 SPECIAL ACTIONS I
I I I I

The SFECIAL  ACTIONS field is usually empty. When presentv it

.

specifies some form of transformation on- the conceptual itation. No

examples of SPECIAL ACTIONS wil I be needed for our examples. The

other two fields are always present. The lexical pointer is a

reference to an entry in the lexicon; the  pointer  for  GIVE1  is to the

l e x i c a l  e n t r y  GIVE: Concexicon entries correspond closely to the

- usual not ion of word senses, so many concexicon entries may refer to

s a single lexical entry, .The concexicon entries FLY1 (“to pilot a n 0,

aircraft”), FLY2 (“to travel by plane”), and FLY3 (“to move through

the air”) al I point to the lexical entry FLY.

(Of course, the three senses have different, although related,

conceptual representations. Skeletal forms of each are shown below.

FLY%

human <===>  #DOS
/ \
III 0 0 I ----->  location2

p l a n e  c===>  *PTRAN%  +--- p lane  +- - - I
t I --0-4 location1

1 LOC
*AIR*
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FLY2
*AIR* I

1 LOC
4 0 D I ----->  location2

plans c===>  *PTRANS*  b---  p l a n e  +---I
f I -----c location1

1 CONT
human

FLV3
*AIR*

.

(LOC
4

X <r==; *PTRANS*
0 0 I -----> location2

I&..-- x  t - - - l
I -0-0-< locat ion1

I t ,  is the job of the discrimination nets to f ind the particular

pattern present in a stimulus and return-the appropriate CONCEXICON

pointer.  1

The FRAMEWORK of the concexicon entry consists of a list of

FRAME S, uhere each FRAtlE has three fielcts:

FRAME

I I I I
I SYNTAX RELATION I FIELD SPECIFICATION I SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 1
I *I, I * I.

The SYNTAX RELATION is a member of a fixed set of. relations

which can occur in the syntax nets, These include ACTSBJ, OBJ.

OBJZ,  IND-OBJ, INF, and INFZ mentioned earl ier. A FIELD

SPECIFICATION is a designation of a substructure of a

conceptualization. It consists of a -list of elements from the set

1 ACTOR OBJECT TO FROM <=> <=> <a 4 CON
VAL PART MOBJECT TIME MODE /\ <ST <IF 1.

These are the internal names used by the system to refer to roles in

conceptual relations. Most correspond closely to the names used in

s e c t i o n  I I : the less obvious ones are:
Y
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ACTW , refers to the <ACTOR> in EVENTS, ihe <COtKEPT>
in STATES and STATE-CHANGES

L
CQN refers to the <ANTECEDENT>  in causal relations,

the first conceptual izat ion of conjunctive
relations

.
/\ refers to the second conceptualization of a

conjunctive relation

.
<5, <EC refers to the dESULT>  of the corresponding type

of causal relationship

<zF, <=IT refer to the init ial  and terminal states of a
statechange relation

The value of a.FIELO SPECIFICATION tFS) appl ied to a

i coriceptual  ization is computed as follows:

1) Set VALUE to the entire conceptualization.

2) In the current VALUE, find the field’referred to by the first
e lenient of the FS (CAR FS). flake the new VALUE the conceptual
structure f i I I ing this field.

3) Remove the first element from the FS (FS+COR  FS).

. 4) I f the FS is empty (NULL FS) return the current VALUE:
other\J i se, go to step 2.

If at any point a .fiel.d sought in step 2 is not present, NIL is
.

returned as the VALUE.

lhe value of the FIELD SPECIFICATION. (MOBJECT  CON ACTOR) appl ied to

n R I - - - - - >  J&P* +----  &RED*
*JOHN*  <?==>  xMTRANSx  +--- # + - - - - I

t I -----< rCP* +----- *JOHN*
1 _-__----------------__c___ I
I
I *JOHN* <===> *DO*
I / \
I “““-,““““>  111 I -------> *HEALTH*  t---- -10

/-o----o---- l
sBILZ*  I -o-----

\ ------o---o I
I -0-0-0-(

i s the PP *JOHN;.
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L Special requirements are used mainly for the introduction of

prepositions into the syntax nets and will be described in an

example.

In processing a conceptual structure, a ‘base node’ for the
L

.  syntax net is created. This is termed the ACTIVE NODE. When a

.
concexicon entry for the structure has been found (by applying

d i scr i m i nat ion nets to thi s CURRENT CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE (CCS) 1, the

relation LEX is attached to the ACTIVE NOOE uith its value being the

reference in the LEXICAL POINTER field of the concexicon entry.

Next, al I SPECIAL ACTIONS specified in the- concexicon entry are

taken, and finally the FRAMEWORK is processed as follows:

411 Get the next FRAME. If no more exist, go to step 3. Otherwise ,

add a node No to the network connected to the active node by the

SYNTAX RELATION’specified in the frame. Make N the ACTIVE NODE,

saving the cld ACTIVE NODE, the CCS, and the unprocessed FRAMES

of the FRAMEWORK on the NOOE PUSHOOWN LIST (NPL).

(21 Get a neu CCS by applying the FIELD SPECIFICATION of the FRAME

to the old CCS. Apply the network generation algorithm to the

new CCS, thereby expanding the syntax net from the ACTIVE NODE.

(3) If the NPL is empty, generation of the syntax net is completed.

Otherwise, ‘pop’ the NPL, restoring an existing node to ACTIVE

NOOE status, and restoring a CCS and unprocessed set of FRAMES.

Return to step 1 .

The structure specified by a FIELD SPECIFICATION (in step 2)

may tuq n out to be a conceptual nominal. Since these are represented
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L.-

L.

b

c

c-

only as pointers into memory MARY*, *BOOK*)  instead of by complex

concep tua I F: true tures, they are treated specially by the generation

alyor i thm. Specif ical ly, no discrimination net is aDpI ied, but a

lexical pointer is found associated with the concept in memory (i.e.,

the predicate ENGLISH-NAME mentioned earlier is used), Treatment is

entirely equivalent to considering the PP as itself being a

concexicon entry with a regular LEXICAL POINTER, but with no

FRAMEWORK or SPECIAL ACTIONS.

Consider how this process builds a net from our simple example

1c4)  above. The conceptualization would be taken and recognized as

an event structure (main I  ink <=> I with ACT - *ATRAN%  T h e

discrimination nets for such structures would be applied and a

concexicon pointer, say ‘RECEIVEl’,  found. The concexicon entry

RECEIVE1 consists of:

LEXICAL SPEC I AL
PO1 NTER FRAMEWORK ACTIONS

I II.. I*
RECEIVE 11 ‘ACTSBJ 1 m 1

I
NIL l

II I
I I’ II NIL I
I I I I I II I

I I I I
1 OBJ  I t OBJECT I I NIL I
I 1 I t
I I I I
1 IOBJ 1 t ACTOR 1 1 (PREP FROM) I
I I I i

An active node G1 IJould  be established with relation LEX and

value RECEIVE (the LEXICAL POINTER field of the entry)

Gl: LEX ( RECEIVE

Processing the first trJo  frames attaches an ACTSBJ  MARY (the
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w

lex ica l  po inter  associa ted wi th  #‘lARY*, found in the t TO I f ield),

and an OBJ  BOOK (the lexical pointer associa ted  wi th  &OK*,  found in

the  ( O B J E C T  I f ield).

Gl: LEX RECE I VE
ACTS83 G2
OOJ G3

G2: LEX l”lAqY

G3: LEX BOOK

The third frame specifies the relation 1083  to be found in t h e

A C T O R  f i e l d  ( *JOHN*  I. The SPECIAL REQUIREMENT (PREP FROtlI  in this

FRAME has a minor transformational effect-on the standard processing

uhich can be seen in’the network created.

h- Gl: LEX RECE I VE G4: PREP FROM
ACTSBJ G2 POBJ 9 G5
OBJ G3
IOBJ ’ l G4 l

. GS: L E X blOI=N I

G2: LEX

L E3: LEX . BOOK

There exist both, syntactic and semantic elements not yet

present in this network. Every sentence has a TENSE (PAST, PRESent,

FUTure, P A S T  PER.Fect,  e t c . ) ,  a  FORfl Wllple, PROGressiveI,  a MOO0

(INDICative, INTERROGative,  SUBJUNCtive,  IMPerativeI, and a  VOICE

L (ACTive, PASsivel. Only a simple analysis of these problems has been

incorporated into the current .program. Whenever the LEX relation

attached to an ACTIVE NODE in the syntax net has a ‘verb’ as its

va lue,  W9B  being a lexical c a t e g o r y ) , TENSE, FORM, MOOO,  and VOICE

relations must be attached to the node. This information is derived
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tram the CCS at the time. TENSE is chosen from the set (PRES,  PAST, ,,

FUT1  depending on whether the TIME of the conceptual’ization  is *NOW*,

b e f o r e  *NOW*,  or  a f ter  *N@W*. The TIRE of a conceptualization is

taken a~ that attached to the main l ink if  i t  is one of the simple

types, or the TIME of the ANTECEOENT in a causal relation. FORM is

always chosen as SIflple; extension to PROGressive  uill occur when the

representation of time is expanded to include intervals as well as

points . MOOD is chosen as INTERROG if a (?I BODE modifies the

conceptual ization. SUBJUNCtive  is chosen for certain 4 structures.

Oiherui se, INOICative  is used. VOICE is currently always chosen as

ACTive; presumably FOCUS could be used to choose PASsive in some

i ns tances.

In addition to these relations which are required by English

syntax, information may be present in a conceptual structure which

wi I I not be processed by the concexicon entry retrieved for that

s t ructure . The modifying relations of conceptual dependency (PART  as
9

i n  *NECK*  c’-----  *MARY*  , PEF i n  * B O O K *  ‘+----  INOEF) e a c h  h&e a
PART REF

language specific function associated with them. When these

relations are noticed on a conceptual structure, the correspond.ing

functions are executed to modify the syntax node created for the head
._

o f  the  s t ructure .

These considerations result in a completed syntax net for our

/
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Gl:

G2:

G3:

LEK RECEIVE
ACTSBJ G2
OBJ c‘-I

I OR.1 d;:
TENSE PAST
FORtl SIM
VOICE ACT
MOOD INOIC

LEX MARY

LEX
@ET

BOOK
A

G4: PREP
, PO83

FROM

c5: LEX

From this net the sentence “f’lary  received a book from John” is

generated.

As described above, the syntax net created will always have a

t ree  s t ructure . In actuality, ‘new nodes are created for conceptual

noniinais only  i f  no node already exists for that element. Otherwise,

another connection to the existing node is made. In the syntax net

for “John told Mary he saw fir. Smith” only one node for “John” will

be present, standing in an ACTSBJ relation to two different nodes.

The only  !rse of this fact by the surface genera!or is in the

inclusion of pronouns, and is thus not of great significance.

The surface generation grammar will not be described here. It

i s based on the grammar and program used by Simmons and descr i bed in

[101:  the principal techniques used do not differ from those

descr i bed there. Our grammar generates understandable, but not

total Iu correct, English sentenqes from most of the syntax nets

created by the program. Certainly there is still a great deal of

IJOI k to IJC done  i n  t h i s  area; the conceptual approach taken by /lAffGIE

does not alleviate most of the problems caused by natural language

syntax in generat  ion.
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MULTIPLE REALIZATIONS

The process described in this last section demonstrates how a

conceptualization can be used to produce a syntax net which in turn

can be used to produce an Engl i sh sentence. Since each step of the

process was deterministic, some additional mechanism is needed to

produce paraphrases, or multiple realizations, from a single

conceptualization.

One way to do this would be to define meaning-preserving

transformations on the syntax nets -- changing VOICE from ACTive  to

PASsive would yield a different surface string. But such syntactic

paraphrasing is clearly not the source of the examples given earl ier.

Rather, they are obtained by allowing the discrimination net

algorithm to find more than one response.
0

It lJaS  pointed out earlier that there may be more than one

discrimination net applicable to a given stimulus. Sometimes more

than one of these will produce a response. Since the nets are

organized to group ‘related’ meanings into a single net, however, i t

of ten is the case that more than one appropriate response exists

within a single net. This case is handled by the addition of tuo

sinjple devices to the discrimination nets.

First, terminal nodes are allowed to have associated with them

not just a single concexicon entry, but a set of such entries. Thus

a ‘stimulus’ Llhich finds the response LIKE4 may find ENJOY1 and

PLEASE1 at the same time. Each of these entries may be used as the

source for generating a distinct net, leading to distinct

paraphrases.
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This handles cases of what might be called ‘conceptual

synonymy’. Such cases do not explain a great deal of paraphrase,

however, and become rarer as conceptual representations are refined,

The second device used is to permit any term

net to hold, in addition to a l ist of concex

back to some node in the network. (This will

presence of a ” ? <integer> ” at the termina

nai of a discrimination

con pointers, a pointer

be represented by the

9 <integer> being the

index of some node in the network. Some terminals may contain only

such pointers, and no responses at al I.1 In addition to using the

r’esponses found at a terminal, it is possible to follow the pointer

and resume the net application process from the specified node. More

formal Iy, it is necessary to modify the discrimination net algorithm

as fol lows:

add step
0 . set RESPONSES to NIL..

replace step 6 with

6 . add the responses associated with CURRENT-NODE to RESPONSES. If
CURRENT-NODE has no associated pointer, then return RESPONSES.
Otherwise set CURRENT-NODE to the node indicated by the pointer
and go to step 2.

This may lead to the discovery of ‘conceptually’ distinct

responses. I n t u i t i v e l y , this process corresponds to ‘ignoring’ some ’

feature of the stimulus which Engl ish provides a special uay of

expressing and finding a more general way of expressing the

infornrat ion. The reader is invited to apply the partial

discrimination net of Figure 3 to the stimulus
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Tl ,
I PART
4 tl R I -a---> *CP* e----  dlARY*

r,ICIHN*  i===‘z  aflTRANS*  e--- # c----l PART
T I -----<  *CP* +-----  *JOHN*

I
I
I T2
I I PART
I 4 M R I -->aCf’* <----  MARY*
I *MARY* < ===> *HTRANS*  c---- *CONCEPTS+ t----i
I /c\ I --< tiooK*
I I I I
I ------>I  11 I -------> * J o y *

/ - w - - e - - - - - - l
*orMARY*  I -w--w--

\ - - - - - - - - - - - I
t t I ---w--m< *JOY%

INCI T3
+2

t t T
Tl T2 T3

ied discrimination netfol lowing the modi  f

the concexicon entr ies
ADVISE1 SUGGEST1

are al I found. The paraphrases
“John advised Mary to

“John suggested to Mary she IJOU
“John told Mary she would r’

T) 1T
Tl *NOW*

algorithm, and verify that

TELL1

read the book”
d like to read the book”
ke to read the book”

are generated from this stimulus, as well as several others which

result from the conceptual synonomy of LIKE4,  ENJOY1 and PLEASEl,  and
,fi

the paraphrase of

“Mary r.louIcr? I i ke to read the book” a s
“Mary wou I d’ become happier i f she read the book”,



I-I (FROM) -, tip*
1 1 1 (ACTOR) - (FROM PART)
I - I (ACTOR) z (TO PART)

I I
I I
I I

subtree  including I- -
REMEMBER1 , REAOl l I

1 3 I NEG c (MDBJECT tlODE)
I-I

: .

I
I
I- -

POT-HEAD(HOBJECT1  = LIKE4 I I
I 6 I

(TIMEk(HOBJECT TIME) I I

I I
I <
I
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REFUSE1

i
IF
I

I I
I

I

I
I
I 1

I I I-m
I I

(TIHEMHOBJECT TIME) I 12 I
(HOBJECT CON ACTORMTO PART) I- -I

E

(HOBJECT
I-I

<a ACTOR) -(TO PART) 1 13 I

I I
I-I

I I

- I -
. FOCUS - I I

(TO PART) i 24 i
I-I

I I
I I

I I
I I
I

I- -J (ACTORIm
subtree  including
REtXJESTIL

I 25 I (MOBJECT  ACTOR1
l-l

I
I

-I-
I I
127 I
I-I
ADVISE1

?12
I I

- I - I- -
I I I I
148 I 149 I
I-I l - l
TELL 1 HEAR2

P48

I I
I I
I I
l- - I

I I I --I
IS@ I 151 I
l - l I-I
SUGGEST1 PROM1 SE1

924 924

FIGURE 3
partial discrimination net for dlTRANS* EVENTS

FIELD SPECIFJCATlONs in predicates refer to fields, of an tiTRANS*  conceptual
stimulus. Multiple predicates at ‘a node form a c o n j u n c t i o n .
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v. CONCLUSION

In part I of this report we described a natural language

processing task which we termed ‘sentence paraphrasing’. It uas

claimed that this task is’of interest for three major reasonst

1) i ts  re la t ion to  machine t ranslat ion

2) the need to
paraphra ses

‘understand’ natural language in order to produce

3) the effect of context on sentence paraphrases

MARGIE is a computer program uhich, given an English sentence

as input, can produce English sentences uhich are paraphrases of that

input. In order to describe its operation it uas necessary to define

the notion of conceptual representation.

proper t ies  in t r ins ic  in such representations and gave more detailed

examples of the particu lar representat ion employed by MARGIE.

The production of paraphrases requires tuo basic processes.

Section 11 enumerated the

The f irst takes English sentences and produces conceptual

representations of their meaning: the second performs the inverse

operation.

Part III discussed a conceptual analyzer for English sentences,

The analyzer’s goal was to find, for a given English sentence, the

conceptualization that represented the meaning a human uould assign

to that sentence in the same ‘context, The basic mechanism uas the

request. Words had both features and requests associated with them,

Encountering a word made both sets available to the analyzer. A

feature uas a conceptual ization. A request uas a predicate plus a
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L set of actions. If the predicate became true while the request uas

st i I I active, the actions were performed. The predicates could ask

questions about the IJords  and concepts found or about the

conceptual ization being bui It. The actions could modify that

conceptual ization or alter the set of requests active. In general,

verbs and prepositions contributed most of the requests uhile nouns

tJere  injportant  mainly for the features associated uith them.

Part IV detailed the operation of a program to express a

conceptually represented meaning in English. This was accomplished

via an intermediate ‘syntax net’ . To produce the net it was

necessary to discri*minate  conceptual patterns for uhi.ch  English

provides particular verbs. To choose verbs not only pattern

matching, but conceptual knowledge and even theorem proving
.

capabi I i t ies were seen to be necessary. The discriminations provided

a I ink betueen pure conceptual structures and units in a

‘concexiconvo These units in turn provided a link from the

conceptual to the syntactic, and enabled the construction of the

syntax nets.

The paraphrase task did not motivate either the analysis or

generation algorithm.
i

The analyzer performs no operations specific

to  th is  task . And’it was shown that only a slight modification to a

general conceptual to English generator uas needed to accomplish

paraphrasing. The property of explicit representation of

similarities in meaning at the conceptual level makes this possible,

It also means that no manipulations of the meaning representation are
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I

L needed for paraphrasing. This stands in contrast to representations

based on words or word senses, which would require the application of

tr :,nsformat ional oy inference rules to produce paraphrasea.

c
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Vl. EXAMPLES OF PROGRAM OUTPUT 1

Lines preceded by a ‘*’ were typed by the user. Lower case is used
for exp I ana tory remarks. All other lines were typed by the program.

TYPE INPUT
*(JOHN GAVE  NARY A BICYCLE) the input sentence.

OUTPUT FROM PARSER: in two parts: first t ime relationships:

TIM00 : 1 WAL aTad 1 TIM00 has value *T* (analog of tiOW* 1

TIM01 : ((BEFORE TIM00 X1) TIM01 is before TIM00 by an unspecified amount X

then the actual conceptualization, utilizing these times:

( (ACTOR (JOHN) <=> hATRANS*I)  OBJECT (BICYCLE REF (*A*) 1 FROM WtiN) ry
TO (MARY)) TIME (TIM011 FOCUS ((ACTOR))) -

PARTIALLY INTEGRATED RESULT: this is the memory model’s internal format
( hcATRANS* (#JOHN11  (G0004) (#JOHN11 (#MARY11 1 (TIME - (G0006I 1)

THINGS TO SAY: this is the conceptualization after being Internalized
and reconstructed by the memory model.

1 (ACTOR (JOHN) c=> hATRANS*) OBJECT (BIKE REF kA*k)) FROM WHN) TO ry
(MARY) 1 TIME (G0006) FOCUS ( (ACTOR) 1)

the syntax net produced by the generator:

G0020: OBJ2 (G0023I
OBJ KQ022)
ACTSBJ (G0021)
VOICE (ACT)
FORM wM)
TENSE (PAST 1
MOOD (INOK)
LEX (GIVE)

G0021: LEX (JOHN)

C0022t  OET (Al
LEX (BICYCLE)

G0023: LEX (MARY 1

. the string produced by the surface grammar:

(JOHN GAVE MARY A BICYCLE) the ‘identity’ paraphrase in thi8 case

more nets and surface strings:
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G 0 0 2 2 :  IOBJ (G0025)
OBJ (GO024  1
ACTSBJ (GO0231
VOICE (ACT)
FOR11 cml)
TENSE (PAST)
MOO0 (INOK)
LEX (GIVE)

G0024:  O E T
I LEX

G0025: POBJ
PREP

G0026: LEX

(A)
(BICYCLE)

(G0026)
(TO)

(MARY  1

G0023: L E X (JOHN I:*$

(JOHN GAVE A BICYCLE TO.‘MARY  1

by having concexikn  entries GIVE1 and GIVEZ, both uith lexical
pointer GIVE, and both occuring at the same terminal of a
discrimination net, but uith sl ightly different syntax FRAMES, the
forms “X gave Y 2” and “X gave Z to Y” are generated,

G0023: IOBJ
ACTS83
OE3J
VOICE
FORM
TENSE
MOOO
LEX

(G0026)
(G0025)
(G0024  1
(ACT)
wM)
(PAST 1
(INOIC)
(GET)

. G0024t DE1 ,(A)

G0025: LEX

G0026: POBJ
PREP

U’IARY)

(G0027)
(FROM)

G0827:  LEX LaiN)

J,‘,  ’

LEX (BICYCLE)

U’IARY  GOT A BICYCLE FROM JOHN)

a pointer from the terminal holding GIVE uas folloued, having the
effect of ignoring the focus on the ACTOR (=JOHN)
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c G0024 : I OKI
ACTSRJ
06J
VO I CE
FORM
TENSE
MOO0
LEX

tG0027)
(G0026)
(GO0251
(ACT)
Eml)
(PAST 1
(INOICI
(RECEIVE)

G0025: LEX (MARY 1

G0027: POBJ (G00281
PREP (FROM)

G8028:  . LEX LJOHN)

G0025: DET (A)c
LEX (BICYCLE)

(MARY RECEI VEO A BICYCLE FROM JOHN)
also ignores the focus on JOHN

In the remaining examples only the input sentence, parser output, and
paraphrase surface strings ui I I be shown. The reader should keep in
mind that the thrust of our work in generation has been toward the
production of syntax nets from conceptual structures. No more effort
has been put into the surface phase of generation than was necessary
to obtain minimally readable realizations. While syntactic problems
in the resulting surface strings occasional ly reflect ac tua l
inadequacies in the production of the syntax nets, the great majority
of such faults result  from the primitive transit ion natuork gramfnar
being employed to map the syntax nets into sentences.

TYPE 1 NPUT
*(JOHN  ADVISED  MARY TO DRINK THE WINE)

OUTPUT FROM PARSER:

TIM00 : ((VAL *Tad 1 It might be noted that the times given
may not appear in the output. Some are

TIN01 : f (BEFORE TIM00 XI 1 generated at one point in the program
and then overwritten by later actions.

TIM02 : ((AFTER TM01 XI) No information has been lost and usually
the overur i t ten time was a reference

TIM03 : ((AFTER TIM01 X1) point, TIM00 and TIM02 are replaced here.

( (ACTOR (JOHN1 1 <=> MTRANS*r) TO hCPz PART UlARYl)  REF MHEack))  FROw
M (z&P* PART (JOHN1 1 REF (*THE*)  1 MOBJECT ( (CON ( (ACTOR (MARY11 <-> IIY
*INGEST*) OBJECT (WINE1 REF (*THE*:) 1 TO bdNSIOE* PART (MARYl))  FROM w
(*MOUTH*  PART WlARYlII  INST (*ONE*))  MOOE (NIL) TIME (TIM03I  F O C U S  t 1~
ACTOR) 1) <EC ( (ACTOR (MARY11 <=>T (*JOYa) a>F kJOYlr)) INC (2) TIME m
(TIP@31 MOOE (NIL)) 1)) FOCUS ((ACTOR)) MOOE  (NIL) TIVE UIfi01~~  . ; e
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paraphrases
(JOHN ADVISED MARY TO DRINK SOME WINE) I

even though the input contained ‘THE WINE’, the memory uas unable to
determine what ‘THE WINE’ referred to. (No wine existed in the
current context. 1 In passing the conceptualization on to the
generator, the ‘definite’ reference on WINE was changed to
‘ i n d e f i n i t e ’ . The generator expresses the indefinite reference as
‘A’ or ‘SOME’, depend i ng on concept ua I proper t i es of the governor.
Since the concept referred to by WINE in the conceptualization is a
physical substance, but not an ‘entity’, the modifier SOME is chosen.

(JOHN ADVISED MARY TO INGEST SOME WINE)

(JOHN SUGGESTEO TO MARY SHE WOULO LIKE TO DRINK SOME WINE)

(JOHN  SUGGESTED TO MARY SHE WOULD LIKE TO INGEST SOME WI NE)

(JOHN SUGGESlEO  TO MARY SHE DRINKS SORE WINE 4JOULO  PLEASE HER)

(JOHN SUGGESTED TO MARY SHE INGESTS SOME WINE WOULD PLEASE HER)

(JOHN SUGGESTED TO MARY SHE WOULD ENJOY SHE DRINKS SOME WINE)

(JOHN SUGGESTED TO MARY SHE WOULD ENJOY SHE INGESTS SOME WINE)

(JOHN SUGGESTED TO MARY SHE BECOMES HAPPY IF SHE DRINKS SOME WINE3

(JOHN SUGGESTED TO MARY SHE BECOMES HAPPV  IF SHE INGESTS SOME WINE)
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C TYPE INPUT
*(MARY  WANTS TO CHOKE JOHN)

OUTPUT FROM PARSER:

TIM00 : ((VAL sTd 1

. TIM01 : ((AFTER TIM00 XI)

TIM02 : ((AFTER TIM00 X1)

TIM03 : ((AFTER. TIM00 X1 1

( (CON ( (CON ( (CON ((ACTOR (MARY11 <=7 (aGRASP*)  OBJECT (*NECK*  PART b.+
JOHN11 1) TIflE (TIM0311  <z t (ACTOR (JOHN11 <=> (*INGESTJo  OBJECT (*AIRw
* REF (*A*;) 1 FROM bct’lOUTH* PART (JOHN111  TO hdNSIDEn PART (JOHN11 1) Y
TIME (TIM031 MOOE ( hCANNOTd  11) FOCUS ICON ACTOR) 1 -C ( (ACTOR (MARV-
1) ‘<=>T kJOYw) e>F hJOY*r)) INC (2) TIME (TIM021 1)) <a> bMLOC~ VALcv
btcLTM* PART (MARY1 1 REF (*THE*) 1) 1 MOM: (NIL) FOCUS (km VAL PART) 1~
TIME (TIM001 1

paraphrases
(MARY WANTS TO CHOKE JOHN)
The original input is again the f irst realization found. It is natural
to organkte  the discrimin+Oion  nets so that the f irst ‘response’ found
i s the one which expresses a ‘man i ma I ’ conceptua  I subs fructure. This
normal ly results in the most concise) I inguistik expression.

(MARV WANTS TO PREVENT JOHN BREATHES BV SHE GRABS HIS NECK)

(MARY WANTS TO PREVENT JOHN INHALES SOME AIR BY SHE GRABS HIS NECK) . * .

(MARY WANTS TO CAUSE JOHN IS UNABLE TO BREATHE BY SHE GRABS HIS NECK)

(MARY WANTS TO CAUSE JOHN IS UNABLE TO INHALE SOME AIR BY SHE GRABS
HIS NECK)

(MARY WANTS TO CAUSE JOHN NOT CAN BREATHE BY SHE CR&S HIS NECK)

(MARY WANTS TO CAUSE JOHN NOT. CAN INHALE SOME AIR BY SHE GRABS HIS
NECK 1

(MARY WANTS JOHN IS UNABLE TO BREATHE BECAUSE SHE<CRABS  HIS NECK)

IIIAI~Y WANTS JOHN Is UNABLE TO INHALE SOllE AIR BECAUSE SHE CRABS HIS
NECK 1

(MARY WANTS’JOHN NOT CAN BREATHE BECAUSE SHE GRABS HIS NECK1 .

(MARY HOPES SHE CHOKES JOHN)
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L al I the paraphrases of “choke” are produced again, this time combined
Idi th “hope” instead of “IJant”.

(tlARY THINKS SHE WOltLO LIKE TO CHOKE JOHN)

al I the paraphrases of “like” (seen in the preceding example)
are al so produced in the embedded sentence.

TYFE INPUT
*(JOHN KILLEO  MARY BY CHOKING MARY)

L

The analysis of this example plus a graphic equivalent of the output
can be found in section 111.

OUTPUT FROM PARSER:

TIM00 : ((VAL *T*))

TIM01 : ((BEFORE TIM00 X)1

.

c

TIM02 : ((BEFORE  TIM01 XI)

((CON ItCON ((ACTOR (JOHN11 <=> (*GRASP*0  OBJECT (*NECK+ PART (MARYi
1) TINE (TIM02))  <z ((ACTOR (MARY11 <-> (*INGEST*)  OBJECT (*AIR*  REF h,
(*As)! FROM (*MOUTH* PART (MARY111 TO (*INSIDEs PART tMARY1)))  TIME (N
T IM02) MODE (hCANNOTa)))) FOCUS (CON ACTOR)) A ((CON ((ACTOR (MARYlb
<=> (*INGEST*) OBJECT (*AIR*  REF (*Ad) FROM (*MOUTH* PART 1MARVl))  N
TO hrINSIDEmc  PART (MARVl)))  TIME (TIM021 MOOE hCANNOT*W <R ((ACT&
R (MARY11  <E>T (*HEALTH* VAL (-10)) <s>F  beHEALTHs  VAL  (NIL)))  MOOE  b
NIL) TIME (TIM01))))))

paraphrases
(JQYN STRANGLED MARY)

Her’e the  f i rs t  paraphrase  does riot match the  input .  It is, in fact,
more cone i se: the generator sees the representation produced by the
analyzer for “killed by choking” as sgfficient  for use of the uord
“strangle”. 7

(JOHN CHOKED MARY AND SHE DIED BECAUSE SHE WAS UNABLE TO BREATHE)

(JOHN CHOKED MARY AND SHE DIE0 BECAUSE SHE WAS UNABLE TO INHALE SOME
AIR)

IJOHN CHOKED MARY AND SHE OIED BECAUSE SHE NOT COULD BREATHE)
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(JOHN CHOKED MARY AND SHE DIED BECAUSE SHE NOT COULD INHALE SOME AIR)

(JOHN CHOKED MARY AND SHE BECAME DEAD BECAUSE SHE WAS UNABLE TO BREATHE)

(JOHN CHOKED MARY AND SHE BECAME DEAD BECAUSE SHE WAS UNABLE TO INHALE
SOME AIR)

(JOHN CHOKED MARY AND SHE BECAME DEAD BECAUSE s,HE NOT COULD BREATHE)

n
,

TYPE INPUT
*(JOHN TOLD MARY THAT JOHN WOULD HIT MARY)

OUTPUT FROM PARSER:

TIM00 : ( fvAL xT*c)  1

TIM01 : ((BEFORE TIM00 X1)

TIM02 : ((AFTER TIM00 X)1

t (ACTOR (JOF?Nl) <=> hMTRANS*)  TO b&P* PART (MARY11 REF (*THE*)  1 FRO-
M btcCP* PART (JOHN11 REF (*THE*) 1 MOBJECT ( (CON ( (ACTOR (JOHN11  <=> (Y
*PROPEL*0 OBJECT (*HAND*  PART (JOHN1 1) TO (MARYl) FROM (JOHN11  INST bw
(ACTOR (JOHN11 <=> hMOvE*c) OBJECT (*HAND*  PART (JOHNI)))))  TIME (TIM-

. 02) MODE (NIL)) <s ( (ACTOR (aHAND*  PART (JOHN11  1 <a> kPHYSCONT*  VAL rv
(tlARY1)  1) TIME (TIM021 MODE (NIL) FOCUS (CON ACTOR))))) TIME (TNl01))

. paraphrases . .

The preceding examples were run in a mode in which queries from the
generator to the memory 1Jhich  the memory IJas not yet capable of
hand1  ing resulted in a uniform response of FALSE. This example
produces more interesting results Lrhen  run in a mode uhich al lous
these queries to be anauered by human intervention at the teletype:
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TIME TO PLAY GOD -- IS THIS TRUE?

(CON  ((CON  I (ACTOR (JOHN) <=> (*PROPEL*)  OBJECT (*HAND*  REF (*AX) PAR-
T (JOHN) 1 F R O M  (JOHN)  T O  (MARY)  INST ( ( A C T O R  (JOHN)  <=> (*MOVE*)  OBJE-
CT (*HAND*  REF (*A*) PART (JOHN)  1 FROM (*ONE*)  TO (*ONEal  1 FOCUS ((AC-
T O R )  111 TIME tG0008,  F O C U S  ( (ACTOR)  1 I <= ((ACTOR  (*HAND*  REF (*A*) PAlr
R T  (JOHN) I <%> (*PHYSCONT*  V A L  (MARY)  I I T I M E  (G0008)  )I 1 <PC ( ( A C T O R  bw
M A R Y )  <E>T  t*PSTA’I”Esl  <=>F  (*PSTATE*)I  INC tt?lr L E Q U A L  t-311  T I M E  (t?t
AFTER (G0008lll  I
*T

The program asks (conceptual IyI whather  John’s hitting Mary (at t ime
GO0081 could cause a change in Mary’s position on the ‘physical
s ta te ’ scale (*PSTATE*k) at some time after G0008)  by an increment  I
- 3 . The human respondent answered True.

(JCIHN  THREATENED TO HI T MARY)

The knowledge of the potentially injurious nature of the event
communicated by John allowed the program to choose “threaten”.

(JOHN THREATENED TO HIT MARY WITH HIS HAND)

The ‘instrument’ of the hitting is normally expressed. When it is
the hand of the ‘hitter’ ,  however,  i t  can be left  off ,  as  in  the
preceding realization. ‘Hand’ was not present in the input; the
analyzer made the assumption that John’s hand was what he would hit
Mary with. The generator assumes other people use this default too,
and thus permits both realizations.

.

(JOHN TOLD MkRY Hi WILL HI T HER) . ’
.

I (JOHN JOLD MARY HE WILL HIT HER WITH HIS HAND)

1 i.
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TYFE INPUT
* (JOHN LOANED A PI CYCLE TO MARY 1

TIM01 : ((BEFORE TIM00 X1)

TIM02 : ((AFTER TIM01 X1)

( (CON t (ACTOR (JOHN1 1 <=> hATRANS*) TO (MARY11 FROM (JOHN11 OBJECT (Y
BIKE1 REF (tA*c))) TIME (TIR01)) A ((CON ((ACTOR  (MARY11 <-> hATRANS*w
1 TO LIOHfJl) FROM (MARY11 OBJECT (BIKE1 REF (*A*) I) TIME (TIM02))  <L>W

(&~LOCNC VAL (*LTM*  PART (JOHN111  1) FOCUS t (<- VAL PART))  TIME (TIMB-
1)))) ;:

The conceptual representation found is a conjuction:
1) John gave Mary the bicycle, and -
21 John bel ieved at that time that Mary would give the biCyd8  to h i m

at some future  t ime.

paraphrases
T I IIE TO PLAY GOD -- IS THIS TRUE?

t (ACTOR (BIKE REF (mA*ic)) c~> hPOSS* VAL (MARY) 1) TIME trlr?lr BEFORE (Ce
000,9H)
*NIL
the generator asked irhether  flary had the bicycf’;  at any time before
John I oaned  i t to her. The anwer given w a s  “no’.’

TIME TO PLAY GOD -- IS THjS TRUE?
d
-.

1 (ACTOR (BIKE REF (*Au) 1 <z> hPOSS* VAL (JOHN))) TIME bit?* BEFORE (GY
0013 1)
*T
the generator asks tJhether John had the bicycle at any time before
the time 3t I-which  he believes she IJill be giving it to him. T h e  a n s w e r
g i ven l4as “yes”.

(JOHN CAVE A BICYCLE TO MARY ‘AND HE EXPECTED SHE TO RETURN IT TO HIM1

IJDHN GAVE A BICYCLE TO MARY AND HE EXPECTED SHE TO GIVE HIM IT)

(JOHN GAVE A BICYCLE TO MARY AND HE EXPECTED SHE TO GIVE 11 TO HIM)

(JOHN GAVE A BICYCLE TO MARY AND HE EXPECTED TO GET IT FROM HER)

(JOHN GAVE A BICYCLE TO MARY AND HE EXPECTED TO RECEIVE IT FROM HER)
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(JOHN GAVE A BICYCLE TO MARY AN0 HE THOUGHT SHE WILL RETURN IT i0 HIM)

TYFE INFUT
*(JOHPB,SOLO  A Bl CYCLE TO MARY)

OUTPii  FROM PARSER:

TM00 : WAL *TW

TIr101  : ((BEFCIRE  TIfl00-X)1
((CON ((ACTOR (JOHN11 <=> (sATRAN%.)  OBJECT (BIKE1 REF (*Ad) TO IMAfb
yl! FROM (JOHN111  TIRE (TI1101)) <i=> ((ACTOR (MARY11 <-> (*ATRANS*k)  0~
BJECT VlONEYl)  TO (JOHN11 FROM (MARYl)) FOCUS ((CON ACTOR)) TIME (TIMw
01))))

paraphrases
(JOHN SOLO MARY A BICYCLE FOR MONEY)

(MARY BOUGHT A BICYCLE FROM JOHN FOR MONEY)

WlARY  FAYED JOHN MONEY FOR A BICYCLE)

(JOHN  TRADEO  MARY A BICYCLE FOR MONEY)

(MARY  TRADE0 JOHN MONEY FOR A BICYCLE)

TYFE  INPUT
>k (JOHN AGGRAVATED FRED)

OUTPUT FROM PARSER:

TIf.100 : WAL zkT*))

TV101  : ((BEFORE TIM00 X)3
((CON ((ACTOR (J@HNl) <=> btcOOs)))  <t ( ( A C T O R  (FRED11 <m>T (*ANGERid  cy
.:=>F  (*ANGER*))  TIME (TlM01) INC (2)) FOCUS ((CON ACTOR))))

paraphrases
(JOHN ANNOYED FRED)

(JOHN  AGGRAVATE0 FRED) 9



(JOHN MADE FRED BECAME ANGRY)

(JOHN CAUSED FREI!  BECAME ANGRY BY HE 010 SOMETHING)

(FRED BECAME ANGRY BECAUSE JOHN DID SOMETHING)
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